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FOREWORD
The Constitution lays down that "the State shnJl promote with special care tke
educational and economic interest of the weaker f,ectioDs of the peopJe and iN particular
of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and shall protect thel}l from social injustice
.and all forms of exploitation. "
To assist States in fuJfil1ing their responsibility in t}:is regard, tl1e 1961 Census provided a series of special tabulations of the social and eco;'lOmic data on Scheduled Castes
.and Scheduled Tribes.
The lists of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are notified by the President
under the Constitution ~md the Parliament is empowered to include in or exclude from the
lists, any caste or tribe. During the Census Oper3tions, the enumerators frequently face
the problem of identifying the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. In the President's
notification, though in some cases, the names of the sub-castes and sub-tribes and synonyms are given, there are many cases where such names have not been provided in the
Jist. The Census enumerators, therefore. require guidance about the acceptance or rej~c
tioH of claims that they come across during the operations of some communities tiS be
treated as sub-castes or sub-tribes of the notified Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes. For
this purpose, the Census organisation has thought it \vise to under take detailed ethnographic studies in respect of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of India. This is also in
conformity with the past Census tradition of presenting authentic ethnographic account of
Indian communities.
For cemducting the ethnographic studies, a number of ancillary operations are
undertaken by the Social Studies Unit of the Office of the Registrar General, India, as weB
.as the staff of the Directors of Census Operations in the various States. These
ancillary operations include; (i) compilation of available information on each Scheduled
Caste and Scheduled Tribe and preparation of bibliography in respect of them; (ii) preparation and interpretation of maps showing distribution of Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes over time and space; and (iii) srecial studies on cultural, technological
and economic changes taking place among the various tribal communities.
Dr. B. K. Roy Burman, Deputy Registrar General, Handicrafts and Social Studies
Unit, assisted by Shri A. M. Kurup and Shri N. G. Nag, Research Officers, is coordinating all these studies at the Central level. At the State level, the Director of Census
Operations and his staff are collaborating in conducting the field investigations and preparing the report. Sri P. S. R. A vadhany Deputy Director supervised the study. at th~ St~te
level and Smt. P. LaIitha and Sri V. Hanumantha Rao carried out the field lllvestlgatlOn
on this community and prepared the draft. I avail of this opportunity to extend my warm
thanks to all my colleagues who have undertaken various studies on different aspects
of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of India.

A. CHANDRA SEKHAR

Registrar General, India.

!_ .,.

PREFACE
As an adjunct of 1961 Census, preparation of ethnographic monographs on a
number of selected Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and ethnic groups with special
status and ethnographic glossaries on all Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes have
been taken up by the Census Organisation.
In India the Census Organisation has a long tradition of undertaking ethnographic
studies. Besides, there are certain reasons why, for its own operational purposes, it is
necessary for the Census Organisation to take up such studies. During Census Operation,
the Census Organisation is required to make a complete enumeration of all the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the country. The ethnographic studies are required to·
establish the identity of the various communities including their segments. The social
boundaries of various communities are not always rigid, they are in a state of flux.
Ethnographic studies are required to keep track of these changes as well, otherwise comparision of consecutive Census figures would give altogether wrong picture in respect of
them. There is another aspect of study in respect of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes in which the Census Organisation, as well as the welfare and planning agencies are.
interested~it is ethno-demography. In 1961 Census, separate tables were prepared in respect
of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes on the following items :(i)

industrial classification of persons at work and non-workers by sex,

(ii) age and marital'status,

(iii) education,
(iv)

religion,

. Castes~

(v)

persons not at work classified by sex and type of activity for Scheduled

(vi)

persons not at work classified by sex and type of activity for Scheduled

(vii)

Tribes~

mother tongue and bilingualism for Scheduled Tribes.

The data available in these tables are to be analysed in respect of each SCheduled
Caste and Scheduled Tribe, so that the historical and cultural factors responsible for the
demographic pattern can be identified and the impact of the emergent demographic pattern on the social structure can be determined.
The insight gained by the Census organisation, through ethnographic studies of the

Sched~led Castes and Scheduled Tribes will be useful for interpretation of the demo~r~ph!c pattern for the country as a whole. Recent studies show that in India, even now.

dIfficult to correctly appreciate the various social and economic processes without
reference to caste. On the other hand, in the interest of ultimate national goal, caste is
not ~eiI?-g reco.rded in census, except in case of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
Th.e ms!ght gamed through ethno-demographic studies of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tnbes IS, therefore, of invaluable help for census.
It IS

. . . At the same time, such study is very much useful for planning of development
aCtIvItIes among the. castes or tribes concerned. For instance, if the census shows that

iii
great deal of diversification of occupation has taken place among the Parayans of Kerala,
it is important for the planners to know whether the community consists of a numl',~i· of
disconnected segments or whether it means that a great deal of individual mobility is
taking place where the main focus of community is other than traditional occupation.
Again when among the Bauris of Orissa, it is found that a very high proportion of ihe
population is engaged in agricultural labour and next to them a high proportion is found
in cultivation and also that Jhere is considerable diversification of occupation, the following questions of sociological and practical importance arise:(a) What is the historical ·relation between the agricultural labourers and the
cultivators among the Bauds of Orrissa? The Census data suggests one of the two possible
developments, namely, (1) bulk of the Bauris were cultivators and by a process 'of degen~
ration of their economy have become agricultural labourers, (2) on the other hand, it IS
also possible that the bulk of them were agricultural labourers and through a process of
improvement of their economic condition, many of them have become cultivators.
(b)' The fact that a considerable diversification of occupation has taken place,
-Suggests that the economy has not remained in stagnant condition. Here, it· is. to he
examined whether the diversification i~ the result of upward mobility, or downward mobility. or even horizontal mobility, and what is the a.ctual process by which the diversification has taken place.
. .. '
.

Cc) That social dimensions corresponding to the diversification in economic life
have to be examined. It is also to be examined whether in spite . of diversification of
occupation, the ethos of a particular occupation, for instance agriculture~ continues· to 1?e
dominant. In that case, diversification might have created problems 'of adjustment In
values and attitudes.
Instances can be multiplied, but it is not necessary. What have been stated above.
are enough to bring out the significance of ethno-demographic studies for planners.
The above dimensions of ethno-demographic studies have evolved through stages.
In 1960, at the instance of Shri Mitra, The Registrar General of India, a questionnaire for
·collection of ethnographic data was circulat~d among the Census Directors. In
October, 1961, the Handicrafts and Social Studies Unit was set up in the office of the
Registrar General of India, to coordinate the ethnographic studies and a few other
ancillary studies. like village surveys, handicraft surveys etc. In December, 196L a Study
Camp was organised in Delhi, where the personnel engaged in ethnographic studies, handl.craf~s .studies and other social investigations in the offices of the Census Directors,
partIcIpated. In the Study Camp, it was considered that the ethnographic notes would
mainly aim at making an objective assessment of the state of development of the differet;It
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the context of the changes taking place In
technology. economic organisation and total calture pattern of the country. It was further
suggested that the primary focus of the study should not be on the exotic elements of the
·cultures of the different castes and tribes. It should be on the efforts of the communities
concerned, to adjust to the modern conditions of life. In the light of the above decisions
o~ the Study Camp, rapid ethnographic studies have been carried on by the ~taff of t.he
Dlr.ectors of Census Operations as well as by the Handicrafts and SOCIal Studles
Umt of the Office of the Registrar General of India. in different parts of the country.
These rapid surveys have brought out a number of methodological and operational
pr€>blems. In May and June. 1966, two Ethnographic Study Camps were held at
Ku~seong and Hyderabad. where personnel from the office of the Registrar General of
IndIa as well as from the offices of the Census Directors participated. In the

~;.
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s.~UQy Camp held at KUTseong, the Secretary. Tribal Welfare~ West Bengal, and Dire~tor·,f
Tribal Welfare, West Bengal, also participated. In these Study Camps, an integiat'd
frame for preparation of ethnographic notes was discussed and adopted. A copy of,the,
same may be seen at Annexure III. In addition to the studies in re5pect af each
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe separately, a number of subsidiary studies were
undertaken by the Handicrafts and Social Studies -Unit of the Office -of the' Regi&trar
General of India, for gaining insight into a number of problems of general nature. which
hp.ve bearing on the different aspects of the lives of the Scheduled Castes- and Scheduled
Tribes of the country. These subsidiary studies are as follows:- -'

1 Shifting cultivation in Santal Parganas of Bihar and Garo Hills of Assam.
2 Pattern of Rehabilitation of displaced tribals of Rourkela.
3 Socio-economic Survey of the Scheduled areas of Rajasthan.
4

Socio-economic developments among the hillmen of North-East India.

5

Social structure and cultural orientation of Christians converted from Scheduled
Castes.

6 Traditional rights of scavenging as claimed by scavengers in urban areas.
7 Grouping of castes and tribes with reference to occupation and inter~group
and intra-group comparative study on the basis of the data available in
earlier censuses.
8 Social mobility movements among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
On the basis of each of tbe subsidiary studies indicated above, a separate monograph is under preparation. It is also proposed to prepare separate monograpbs on a
few Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and ethnic groups with special status in each
State. Besides~ ethnographic glossaries are proposed to be prepared in respect of an
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. For this purpose about one lakh references
have been indexed.
The present Report on the Gonds, a Scheduled Tribe in Andhra Pradesh is one of
!be m(:mo~raphs proposed to. be brought out by the Census Or~anisation. A fairly detailed
lllveStIgatlOn on the commumty was undertaken by Smt. P. LalJtha and Sri V. Hanumantha
Rao, of the Office of the Director of Census Operations, Andhra Pradesh under the
guidance of Shri P. S. R. Avadhany~ Deputy Director, The draft report was
pre1?ared by Smt. P. Lalitha. It was finally edited by the Editorial Board consisting of
Shn P. S. R. Avadhany, Deputy Director of Census Operations, Andhra Pradesh~ Shri
A. M. Kurup, Research Officer and myself.
I take this opportunity to express my thanks to all the colleagues who coBaborated
in this project.
.
Shri H. L. Hat'it, Investigator, who is looking after the compilation of informatIon from published sources in respect of all Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tritbes and
other special ethnic groups of India deserves mention.
Shri A. Mitra, The Registrar General of India for 1961 Census, whose farsighted
initiative is responsible for social investigations in a large number of fields including

ethnogc1phy, deserves thanks of all students of Indology. I have been benefited not ~:mly
by his in.spiration, but also by his valuable suggestions in connection with the ethQ.o.graphic .:i~udies as well as the other studies~ conducted by the Handicrafts and Social
S".~Gie~ Unit.
The tradition built by Shri l\1itra, has been continued by Shri A. Chandra Sekhar,
tlle prei,\;nt Registrar General of India. Under his guidance, the scope of the Social
Studies by the Census Organisation has been further expanded. In spite of his other preoccupaGons, he has gone through the final drafts of the ethnographic notes and given a
number of valuable suggestions. I avail of this opportunity to express my gratefulness
to him.

B. K. ROY BURMAN
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GONDS

Name,

Identit~.

Origin and History

Of all the tribes of Andhra Pradesh, Gonds
deserve a special mention; their rich mythology and
heritage of cCl!ture, their disciplined political po'Wer in
the past and their peculiar dependency on pardhans
are matters of interest to scholars of all times. Haimendorf, an authority on Raj Gonds of Adilabad paid
a compliment to this tribe in the following words:
., No aboriginal people of India has attained greater
prominenc;: on the political scene of past centuries than
the large grollp of tribes commonly known by the generic
term Gond"
[ Christoph Von - Furer - Haimcndorf, 1948, Book 1,
Vol. III - P. 1 1

Utnaor TaJuk in Adilabad district is selected for
ethnographic studies for it is mostly inhabited by Gonds.
Field study was conducted in Suddaguda, a hamlet of
Utnoor which is 3 kilometres away from the taluk
headquarters and in another village Marlavai which is
an interior village, being 32 kilometres away from the
taluk headquarters. During the study, 20 households
were surveyed during December, 1966 and all the
information presented here is based on information
collected from these 20 households.
The derivation of the name Gond is unknown.
In fact they call themselves Koitur and the name Gond
was given to them by others. Though the tribe is
known by different names like Koitur and Gond, these
are generic terms used to represent the same community.
There is another tribe by name Dhurve Gond which is
often mistaken to be a section of Gond. But it is a
separate community which is considered as socially
inferior to Goads. Though at present Raj Gond is
considered to be a section of Gonds, earlier there used
to be some distinction between them.
This difference
was purely in the matter of SOCIal status and not in
traditional practices. However, marriage contracts
were allowed between Gonds and Raj Gonds. Some
families of Gonds enjoyed superior social status as they
powerfully ruled over the region known as Gondwana
during the Moghul regime. The families in power then
prefixed the word 'Raj' and maintained a sort of superiority Over the other Gonds. With the decline in political power Raj Gauds came on par with Gonds even

in the matter of social status. A similar view is expressed by C.B. Lucie Smith (Haimendorf, 1948, Vol. III
Book I-p. 5). Captain Forsyth opines that Raj Gonds
were the result of alliance between Rajputs and Gonds
(Haimendorf, p. 5).
W. V. Grigsoll believes that Raj
Gond is the new name adopted by Gonds in the process
of Hinduisation (Haimendorf, p. 5). The derivation of
the name and origin of the Gond is elaborately discussed in "The Tribes and Castes of the Central Provinces
of India" Vol. III by R. V. Russel and Hira Lal
(pp. 42-44). The foHowing extract in the above book
gives the different views of eminent authors regarding
the origin of Gonds.
" General Cunningham considered that the name Gond
probably came from Gauda, the classical term for part of
the United Provinces and Bengal. A Benares inscription
relating to one of the Chedi kings of Tripura or Tewar
(near Jubbulpore) states that he was of the Haihaya tribe,
who lived on the borders of the Nerbudda in the districts of
the Western Gauda in the Province of Malwa. Three or four
other inscriptions also refer to the Kings of Gauda in the
same locality. Gauda, however, was properly and commonlv
used as the name of part of Bengal. There is no evidenc~
beyond a few doubtful inscriptions of its having ever been
applied to any part of the Central Provinces. The principal
passage in which General Cunningham identifies Gauda
with the Central Provinces is that in which the King of
Gauda came to the assistance of the ruler of Malwa against
the king of Kanauj, elder brother of the great Harsha
Vardhana, and slew the latter king in A. D. 605. But
Mr. V. A. Smith holds that Gauda in this passage refers to
Bengal and not to the Central Provinces; and General
Cunningham's argument on the locality of Gauda is thus
rendered extremely dubiolls, and with it his derivation of
the name Gond. In fact it seems highly improbable that
the name of a large tribe should have been taken from a
term so little used and known in this special applicatioll.
Though in the Imperial Gazetteer the present writer
reproduced General Cunningham's derivation of the term
Gond, it was there characterised as speculative, and in the
light of the above remarks now seems highly improhablc.
Mr. Hislop considcred that tbe name Gond was a form of
Kond, as he spelt the name of the Khond tribe. He pointed
out that K and G are intercl-angeablc. Thus Gotalghar,
the empty house where the village young men sleep, comes
from Kotal, a led horse, and ghar, a house. Similarly.
Koikopal, the name of a Gond subtribe who tend cattle, is
from Koi or Gond, a:1d gopai, a cowherd: The name by
which the Gonds call themselves is Koi or KoitUT. while the
Khonds call themselves Ku, which word Sir. G. Grierson considers to be probably related to the Gond name Koi. Further.
he states that the Tetugu people call the Khonds, Gond or
Kod {KOT). General Cunningham points out tbat the word
Gond in the Central Provinces is frequently 0f, he says,

GONDS
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usually pronounced Gaur, which is practically the same
sound as god, Ilnd with the cbange of G to K would become
Kod. Thus the two names Gond and Kod, by which the
Telugu people know the Khonds, are practically the same as
the names Gond and God of the Gonds in the Ce!1trai
Provinces, though Sir. G. Grierson does not mention the
change of tJ to k in his account of either language. It seems
highly probable that the desingnation Gond was given to
the tribe by the Telugus. The Gonds speak a Dravidian
language of the same family as Tamil, Canarese and Telugu,
and therefore it is likely that they come from the south into
the Central Provinces. Tl1eir route may have been up the
Godavari River into Chanda; from thence up the Indravati
into Bastar and the hills south and east of the Chhattisgarh
plain; and up the Wardha and Wainganga to the districts of
the Satpura plateau. In chanda, where a Gond dynasty
reigned for some centuries, tt ey would be in contact with
the Telugus. and bere they may have got their name of
Gond, and carried it with tl-em into the north and east of
the Province. As already seen, the Khonds are called Gond
by the Telugus, and Kandh by the Uriyas. The Khonds
apparently came up' more towards the east into Ganjam and
Kalahandi. Here the name of Gond or Kod, given them
by the Telugus, may have been modified into Kandh by the
Uriyas, and from the two names came the English corruption of Khond. The Khond and Gondi languages are now
dissimilar. StilI they present certain points of resemblance,
and though Sir. O. Grierson does not discuss their connection, it appears from his highly interesting genealogical tree
of the Dravidian languages that Khond or Kui and Gondi
are closely connected. These two languages, and no others,
occupy an intermediate position between the two great
branches sprung from the original Dravidian language, one
of which is mainly represented by Telugu and the other by
Tamil, C'anare60e and Malayalam. Gondi and Khond are
shown in the centre as the connecting link between the two
great brancbes. Gondi is more nearly related to Tamil and
Kboll( to Telugu. On the Telugu side, moreover, Khond
approacbes most closely to Kolami, which is a member of
the Telugu branch. The Kolams are a tribe of Ward'1a and
Berar, sometimes considered an offshoot of the Gonds; at
any rate, it seems probable that they came from southern
India by the same route as the Gonds. Thus the Khond
language is intermediate between Gondi and tbe Kolami
dialect of Wardha and Berar, though the Kolams live west
of tbe Gonds and the Khonds east. And a fairly close
relationship between the three languages appears to be
established. Hence the linguistic evidence appears to afford
strong support to the view that Khonds and Conds may
originally have been one tribe. Further, Mr. Hislop points
out that a word for god, pen, is common to the Gonds and
Khonds; and the Khonds have a god called Bura Pen, who
might be the same as Bura Deo, the great god of the Gonds
Mr. Hislop found Kodo Pen and Pharsi Pen as Gond Gods,
while Pen or Pennu is the regular word for god among the
Khonds ..... _ The fact that both of them speak languages
-of the Dravidian family, whose home is in southern India,
make it probable that the two tribes originally belonged
there, and migrated north into the Central Provinces and
Orissa. This hypothesis is supported by the traditions of
the Gonds.
#

At present the Gonds of Adilabad a.re ignorant of the
Khonds of Visakhapatnam.
Very few among the Gonds are able to narrate the
origin of their community. The members of pardhan
tribe who are in symbiotic relationship with the Gonds
as the custodians of the sacred lore of the latter sing the
songs melodiOUSly, containing the legends of their origin. An experienced old Pardhan and 110t a Gond
would be able to provide some information about their
ofJgm.
There is, however, no guarantee of absolute
accuracy in the oral transmission and the legendS vary
from region to region mainly due to the absence of any
written records as Gondi language has no script. There
are minor variations in the legend narrated by Sri
Mesram Chandu, pardhan of Keslapur and Kanak
Ramu of Bhurnur, recorded in the Village Survey
Monograph of Bhurnur, Adilabad District, in May
1961 and that narrated by Mesram Sone of Gunjal and
Madari Ambu of old Utnur during the Ethnographic
Survey in December 1966. Mesram Sane is an old man
of 75 years and very much acclaimed both by Gonds
and Pardhans as an authority on their legends and
folktales. Every word of his narration is recorded and
it runs as follows:
Once there was nothing but a void in the world.
Life started with the birth of four Yugas, viz.,
1. Taradi Yuga, 2. Tandadi Yuga, 3. Vistari Yuga and
4. Ananta Koti Yuga. During the Taradi Yuga, Aap
Deep Surya (Sun), Raheedeep Chandra (moon), Bharathi Bharatha (India), Dakkin Deep (Light), Navakoti
Dhavalagiri (place of Lord Sankara), Hasilak Hastinapuri (Hastinapuri with 80 lakhs of popUlation which is
identified as present Delhi), Nau Iak Varnavathi (a city
with 9 lakhs of population) came into existence. Hastinapuri was ruled by Ando Rushi whose sons were
Kauravas. From Kauravas sprang up six tribes, viz.,
(1) Gottia Gond, (2) Ravan Gond, (3) Madia Gond,
(4) Dadve Gond, (5) Bhil Gond and (6) Son Dadve.
Thotis were the descendents of the last tribe. The city
Navlak Varnavathi was ruled by Siripando Rushi whose
sons were pandavas. Five tribes originated from pandavas. They were (1) Dev Gond, (2) Raj Gond, (3) Raj
Godia, (4) Devneka Pardhanji and (5) Rajneka pardhanji. TI1e last two were: the ritual bards of the first
two tribes respectively. Jaya Jaya Jangu (female) and
Jaya Jaya Lingu (male) who were born to Sun God
were the Gurus of the above five Tribes. The following
diagram represents the origin <,f Gonds and 1?arOhans.
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Diagram Sbowing tbe Tree of Good Genealogy
HASI LAK HASTINAPURI

NAULAK VARNAVATHI

I

!

Ruled by
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I
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I

Gotlla
Gond

I
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Gond

Madia
Gond

Dadve
Gond

Pandavas

1

Gond

I

Son
Dadve

Each tribe that sprung up from Pandavas was
divided into 4 Sagas (phratries), namely, 1) Edwen
Saga, 2) Sarwen Saga, 3) Sewen Saga and 4) Nalwen
Saga. Each Saga was an exogamous division of the
tribe.

Birth of Sagas
Once there was a sea in which Goddess Nirundhari
and God Nirumchari were observing penance. They
continued in a mood of undisturbed concentration for
12 years. During this period, Goddess Nirundhari
gave birth to a female child in her palm within 9
ghadfyas. The little girl was named Kali Kankali and
she used to take her bath in the nearby river and bring
flowers to her parents for their daily worship. Her
parents used to weigh her in a scale with 5 Ganneru
(Nerium Indicum) after her bath. As usual one day
Kali Kankali went to the river with a golden pitcher.
While filling the pitcher she happ;::ned to s;:e Agu
Rushi, Bagu Rushi, Dandha Rusbi and Rushi Eswara.
All the four Rushis appreciated her beauty. From the
mere exchange of glai1c~s, Kali Kankali conceived. On
her return she was weighed and found to be more than
her usual weight. Her parents grew wild at her unchastity and banished her away from their place. She
wandered in the woods and as the days passed she was
worried about the golden umbrella she had on her
head as a symbol of her origin that sl1e was cJaughter
of Nirundhari and Nirumcbari. She had to leep the
umbrella under somebody's care before her delivery so
that it might not be polluted. To her fortune she met
Bhim Dev and kept her umbrella in his care. After the

I

I

Dev
Gond

I
I

I.

Raj
Gond

I

J,j
Godia

I

I

Devneka
Pardhanji

I

RaJneka
Pardhanji

completion of the ninth month she gave birth to the
following Gods:
1. Parenda Khada * Koya Pen (12 crores of Gond gods)
2. Taintees Khada Telugu Pen (33 crores of Telugu gods)
3. Chow bees Khada Kost Maratha Pen (24 crores ,of
Maratha gods)
4. Teesa Khada Bbumka Pen (30 crores of earth gods)

Kali Kankali left all these innumerable gods at
one place and went in search of food. Meanwhile
Shembhu Maha Dev and Girijal Parvathi were comillg
on their bull Nandi to see the land of earth. Goddess
Parvathi heard the cry of the gods and took pity on
them. With the permission of Shembhu Maha Dev, she
took all of them to Dhavalagiri and suckled them.
When the gods were grown up, cooked food was
served to them in leaf plates and saint Narada stood
before them serving water. All gods started taking
their meal but the Gond gods refused to touch it and
expressed their desire to taste meat. Shembhu Mahadev
took some dirt by rubbing his thigb, moulded it into a
squirrel and blessed it with life. He took the squirrel
into his hand and patted it affectionately on its back
by drawing three stripes. He left it amidst the Goud
gods. They ran after it in their eagerness to taste meat.
The squirrel entered into a cave. There were four
'Yadis' (caves) 1. Sursuryadi,
2. Kalpasuryadi,
3. Ghottasuryadi and 4. Pattasuryadi. The squirrel
ran into the 11rst onc. Gond gods also 'entered'the
Sursuryadi. The angry Lord Shemblm closed the entrance of cave by placing a big boulder against it. He
created a buruga (Erio-den dron an!rl1ctuogum) tree and

,. • Khada ' in Gondi represents a ' bunch' and they use here in the sense of a ' crore"
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asked two birds called Rani-Sur (Rani-male; Sur-female)
to keep a watch on the Sursuryadi and permitted the
birds to devour those who would try to open the cave.
Thus Gond gods were locked' in the cave by Shembhu
Mahadev as punishment for their disobedience.
Rise of Pahandi Kupar Lingal

Jaya Jaya Lingu othehvise known as pahandi
Kupar Lingal, went in search ,of Gond gods. He called
on Lord Shembhu and ask¢d about the whereabouts
of Gond gods. Shembhudev advised him to go to
Bharatnagar and consult the King Bharat Raj. Pahandi
Kupar Lingal went to Bharat Raj and asked about
Gond gods. Bharat Raj directed Lingal to Kalipurush
who could give the details. Lingal approached Kalipurush who was residing in the mango grove 011 the
outskirts of Bharatnagar. He went to Kalipurush and
observed him with amazement because his mother was
carrying the pots and other domestic utensils in a
basket while his father was carrying the rope and pole
of the horse. His wife was riding on the horse led by
Kalipurush. For sometime Kalipurush stopped his
journey and ordered his father to ,bring firewood and
his mother to fetch water. He arranged a cot there and
placed his wife on the col and began to massage her
legs. Lingal exclaimed - "what sort of advice can I
seek from this Kalipurusll' who mercilessly made his
old parents work and is fantastically serving his wife."
Kali himself called Lingal and enquired his mission.
Ungal explained his task. KaJi asked him to go in the
direction of west and search for Gond gods. Lingal
went to the west and found a camel eating grass with
the rectum and excreting it through the mouth. Lingal
was stunned at this and ran back to Kali. This time
Kali asked him to go to east. Ungar went eastward
and found a cow Slicking milk from its calf. Lingal
was cftsgusted with these unnatural incidents and once
again went to Kali. Kali simply advised him to go to
the south. In the south he saw seven pots arranged one
upon the other the last one being the smallest. If the
'"

water in the Jast pot was poured in the remallung six,
the pots were completely filled and still a little water
was left in the Jast pot. Lingal was very much surprised
and reported the same to Kali. Finally Kali asked him
to go north. In the north LingaJ saw a row of seven
hills swinging on a single hair. Lingal returned with
confused thoughts. Kali consoled him and forecast
that all these wonders would become natural in
Kaliyug *.
Then Kali told about the fate of Gond
gods, how they were jailed in Sursuryadi and watched
by mighty Rani-Sur. He also gave the following suggestions for relieving the Gand gods. Lingal had to reach
the cave when Rani-Sur would leave the place in search
of food for their little ones. Rani-Sur used to carry food
stuffs on 12 elephants from the right corner and 5
elephants from the left. Before the arrival of elephants,
Lingal had to boil 8 maunds of lac and pour it in the
beaks of young ones of Rani-Sur and immediately he
was to climb down the tree. Lingal carefully noted the
suggestions and went to Sursuryadi. He was ready with
boiled lac but was unable to climb the tree. He started
singing a song playing on his jattoor.
In the song he described the sufferings of Gond gods
for the last 12 months and requested the help of Jangu
Bai who was also known by the name Jaya Jaya
Jangu. Jangu :Rai immediately made her appearance
and offered her help to free the suffering gods. He
asked Lingal to stand on her shoulders and pour the
lac into the beaks of the young birds. While doing so,
suddenly he heard the sound of Rani-Sur. In his
confusion and hurry to get down, he unknowingly
touched her breast. Jangu Bai became furious and
said that they both could not remain in the same clan
and cursed that brothers and sisters would marry in
the Kaliyug. When Rani-Sur ran back to their young
birds, Jangu Bai killed Rani-Sur with her bow and
arrow. Then Lingal opened Sursurya'di. All the Gond
gods came out in four groups. First five-wen (five
brothers group) aud then six-wen, seven-wen and
four-wen came out respectively. After liberating the

The explanation of Atram Sone as to how he feels that the four episodes witnessed by Lingal are true at present is given below:
'1)

The incident of the west is an indication to show that irregularity and unnaturalness prevail in Kaliyug.

1..)

Tbe cow Slicking milk from calf is explained that at present there is no value for experience and age.
;young ones will teach lessons to the elders.

3)

lh..: little pot filling the big ones in the south is identified with the present system of law and order. Just as the little pot

The inexperienced

tIlled all the big ones. a single judge solves the problems of all. Whatever may be the truth, his verdict is final. Gond"
identify the big P0tS with the elderly members of the society and the last one with a man having power in his hands. Gond,
feel that even if the opinion of tbe elders is more truthful, it carries little weight if it does not agree with the opinion of the
person in power.
4)

The single hair carrying the seven hills is identified with the Government and the seven hills \yith the millions of people,
Just as a single hair held the S~\CIl hills in its grip, so also the Govcnment consisting of a few persons, rules and coutroh
the entire countrj at pres\:nl.
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Gond gods Jangu Bai went back to Nakhanda Pathalam where she stayed with her brother Sirisesha
Narayana. Lingal led the liberated Gond gods to
pur Ehata!" Dhanegaon. On their way to Dhanegaon
they had to cross a sea. Lingal offered some rice and
asked all gfOl:PS to cook it with water but asked the
four-wen to cook it with ghee. They were asked to
cross the sea after having their meal. All groups except
four - wen. took their food and crossed the sea. The
four-wen were unable to
,cook the rice with ghee.Even
after boiling for a long time, it remained raw. They
were very much vexed and threw the rice into a snake
hill which turned into insects called Vusullu. They
come out in large numbers and fly even today during
the rainy season. The four-wen tried to cross the sea
but it was full of floods. A crocodile came to their
rescue and agreed to carry them to the other shore on
its back. The mischievous crocodile tried to devour
them, in the midst. But the four-wen plucked out its
tongue and hit on its head with its own tongue. Since
then the crocodile has no tongue according to Gonds.
The four-wen found a tortoise and they decided to
travel on its back. Like the crocodile, the tortoise also
tried to kill them. But cleverly the four-wen pressed its
head into its body. From that time onwards the tortoise was habituated to hide its head. The four brothers
felt helpless in the sea. They were once again saved by
a monkey which threw Pivur (a creeper) into the currents of water. By catching the creeper they reached the
shore. As a mark of gratitude towards the monkey,
one of their clans was named after Kova (Monkey).
The other three groups which reached Dhanegaon
in advance were trying to construct houses. But they
failed in their attempts to do so. The four-wen, though
arrived very late, successfully built a house by standing
in the four corners. The other groups learnt the art of
building hOllses from the four-wen. Even today the
four-wen group is acclaimed for its skill in building
houses. Thus all Gond gods were settled in Dhanegaon.
Creation of Sagas and Persa Pen

Though Gond gods were liberated and settled in
Dhanegaon. Lingal was not at peace. As the Gond
gods had become human beings, he had to establish a
social structure without which there would be chaos in
matters of marriage. Also he wanted to create Persa
Pen (great God). Lingat divided the Gonds into four
Sagas or Phratries. They are 1.

Edwen Saga (seven gods phratry J

'"

Sar".,'en Saga ( six gods phratry )

3. Sewen Saga
4.

(five gods phratry

Nalwen Saga (four gods phratry )

Lingal created the Persa Pen and asked Gonds to
worship it as their supreme god. He appointed a
Katoda, a priest in each Saga to worship Persa Pen.
Lingal also ordered Gonds to offer Navi (food cooked
with new crop) every year to Persa Pen. He called
Pardhans and asked them to sing the sacred lore of
Gonds and attend to them at times of marriage and
death. The Pardhans, the ritual bards of Gonds, in
course of time formed into another tribe.
History
No Gond could reveal their history chronologically
except that they were ruled by independent Gond
Kings who successfully maintained their power, until
the rise of Marathas. The following extract from
Haimendorf's work gives a clear picture about their
history.
" Reliable information on the early history of the Gonds is
scarce and not until Muslim times do Gond States figure in
contemporary chronicles and the works of historians. There
can indeed be little doubt that throughout ancient and
mediaeval times the larger part of the Gond country east
of Berar remained a land of vast forests and poor communications. Few foreign travellers seem to have traversed it
and the old literature contains but the scantiest re1erences
to its inhabitants _ •__ We must therefore turn to the
early Muslim writers who, from the 14th century on, comment in their chronicles on campaign and political developments in the territories described by them as Gondwana.
The dawn of the 15th century finds a Gond dynasty firmly
established in Garha, close to the Narbada River and
Jubbalpore. The Maharajas of Garha exercised over·lordship
over the local Gond petty chieftains of the present districts
of Jubbalpore. Mandla, Seoni. Chhindwara and Balaghat,
Damoh, and parts of Hoshangabad and'Betul and retamed
their independence until the year 1~64 A~D., "':hen a Moghul
army under Asaf Khan conquered Garha and the famous
queen-regent Durgavati was slain in battle. After a period
of administration by Mohammadan officers of Jagirdars, the
government reverted to all practical purposes to the Gond
Rajas of the old family and their subordinate chiefs, who
had, however, to recognise the sovereignty of the Moghul
emperors. The end of the Gond dynasty of Garha came in
1780 A. D. when the Marathas imprisoned the last ruler and
brought the State under direct control.
South and
west of Garha another Gond State arose early in the 17th
century: the Kingdom of Deogarh .. ' ...
the third great
Gond dynasty of the Central Provinces was that of Chanda
and it is this dynasty with which we are most directly
concerned in our study of the Gonds of Hyderabad. For
tbe Rajas of Cbanda ruled over a large part or what is today
called tbe Adilabad district and many of the' Hyderabad
Gonds still recognise their authority in tribal matters _ _
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Soon after Raghoji Bhonsle of Herar had establish¢<! himself at Nagpur in 1739, be undertook the cc:nquest of the
Gond States and in 1749 the city of Chanda fell to ~ besic..ging Maratha army _ ... Until a~3, when the whole of the
Nagpur State was taken under British administration,
Raghrji's de,lendants ruled over Chane:::., b,,( .. he tract
Wt~t of the Wardha river, containing the important fortress
of Manikgarh and constituting today the Rajura Taluk, was
ceded to the Subahs of the Deccan by the treaty of Deogaon
in .'U03 A. D. and has ever since formed a part of the
Nizam's Dominions. to
(Haimendorf. Volume III, The Raj Gonds of Adilabad,
Book!, Myth and Ritual - pp. 6-9)

Family, Clan and Kinship
As already said Gonds are divided into 4 Sagas or
Phratries. Ellch Saga is an exogamous section of the
tribe. Each Saga is further split up into a number of
Paris or clans. The names of the gods worshipped by
each Saga and the names of clans under each Saga are
given below.

1, EdweD Saga (7 gods pbratry)
Name of the god

Name of Pari or Clan

1

1
2
3
4
5

Baleseka

2 Bale Singa
3 Bale Aita
4 Bale Jaita
5 Anumula
6 Dhanumula
7 Padiyar

Madavi
Marsukola
Korivetta
puruka
Suitara Pandra
6 Suitara Vedama
7 Suitara Mesram

2. Samea Saga (6 gods pbratry)
Name of the god
1 Ahevoda
2 Mahevoda
3 Koyedavoda
4 Tatamanitatral
5 Isumdarmela
6 Tikadijuga

Name of the Clan
1 Madadada Atram
2 Kotnak
3 Gedam
4 Todasam
5 Uruveta
6 Mahabagu Uhika

3. Sewen Saga (five gods phratry)
Name of the god

1 Ederaud
2 Jugadiraud
3 Dodiliyaraud
4 Seepisermaraud
5 Aharaud
•

t

Name of the Clan

1 Madadhada ada
2 Devghar Kumra
3 Surupam
4 Ghodam
5 Esurugondi Arkam

<4,

Nahven Saga (4 gods pbratry)
N arne of the god
1 Pottavan Potta
.2 Dhi!!!-:ad Van~otta
3 Sudamavan Potta
4 Jangidev Potta

Name of the Clan
1 Nalum Sidam
2 Pusam
3 parchaki
4 Esurgondi Kova

According to one of the informants there is constant
increase in the number of clans. According to him
there are 95 clans under Sarwen Saga, 8 under Sev'en
Saga and 105 clans under Nalwen 'Saga. Marrige
within the Saga is considered as incest and so each Saga
has to contract with the other 3 Sagas. But for unknown
reasons, the Edwen Saga and Sewen Saga are ccr.sidered as kin groups and the marrige betwt'en the two
Sagas is prohibited. During the 1891 Censlls, in the
Dominions ofH.E.H. the Nizam(Census ofJndia 1891),
Hydcrabad State, Vol. XXIII, Part III P. XIX), 19
-sub-castes were noted under Gonds. They are 1. Assaigond, 2. Charadeo, 3. Darwe, 4. Gondmali, 5. Gondwar, 6. Guliwar, 7. Gondur, 8. Gori, 9. Kaplai,
10. Khathu, 11. Kolam, 12. Koil Bhuti, 13. Korku,
14. Panchalu, 15. Pradhan, 16. Rajgond, 17. Sagaihar,
U. Saha Dev, 19. Satdev. During the present field
-study, it is learnt that all the above sub-castes have
become independent entities and no marriage alliance is
sought between them.
The structure of family among Gonds is patrilo(;al.
Soon after the marriage a woman goes and stays with
her .husband and she assumes the name of Pari or Clan
of her husband. However, in several cases, it also
tlappens that after the marriage the son-in-law goes and
Stays in the father-in-Iaw's house for about 2 to 5 years
after which he establishes a family of his own. During
his stay there he helps the father-in-law in agricultural
operations. In fact it is considered a matter of prestige to the father-in-law to keep his son-in-law for
some time at his home. This is known as illatum.
.Regarding the structure of the families, of the 20 households studied, 13 are joint" families and 7 are of the
simple type t of families.
The rule of inheritance
follows the male line. The property is equally divided
among the sons. The daughter has no claim over
property. She can accept only those articles which her
mother gives ber out of affection" Gonds are not in
favour of giving a share of the property to their
daughters.
Kinship ties among Gonds are very strong. They
have unilateral kinship system as only one parent is

Married Couple with Married sons I Daughters or with Married Brothers or Sisters.
Consists ~f those individuals who are bound together by a procreative urge and grouped with their children ioto a
protectlve-cum-productive assOciation.

A Gond man

A Gond woman
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resarded as relevant for purposes of descent. Gonds
observe the custom of teknonymy as they never pronounce the name of the wife and always refer to her as
mo:her of so and so. They are afraid that if the wife's
naEl"; is spell by the husband, she would dlC soon.
Physical characteristics
During the field study, 24 adults were studied
(14 males & 10 females). The somatoscopic observations
of the 24 persons are given in the Appendix I. The
colour of the skin ranges between chocolate to brown
ar.a brown to yellow brown. The nature of hair is mostly
low waves. The most striking feature of the Gonds is that
the root of the nose is deep; the nose is fiat followed
by wide nostrils and the cheek bones are prominent.
In all the cases the eye slit is straight and epicanthic
fold is absent. Prognathism is absent; chin and lips
arc medium. The average height of 14 males is
5' 5 1/2" and that of females is 4' 10". A typical
Gond man and woman can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.
The following extract shows the observation of Haimendorf. (The Raj Gonds of Adilabad, 1948 Vol. III,
Book I - P. 40).
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TeIangana region and largely in the districts of Adilabad,
Warangal, Khammam and Karimnagar. At the 1961
Census count, Gonds were returned as the third largest
Scheduled Tribe in Andhra Pradesh with a numerical
strength of 143,680 persons (72,211 males and 71,467
females) the first two Scheduled Tribes being Koya
(220,146 persons) and Yanadis (205,381 persons).
. Among the districts in Andhra Pradesh Adilabad district has the largest number ofGonds (93,334 persons)
and Warangal takes the second place with 22,639
Gonds. The total number of Gonds in Khammam
and Karimnagar districts which come next in order is
14,858 and 11,817 respectively. Gonds constitute
10.85% of the total Sheduled Tribe population in
Andhra Pradesh and 0.4% of the General population
of the State. The sex ratio among them works out to
900 females for every 1000 males. The following
statement shows the total number of Gonds at each .of
the Censuses from 1881 to 1941 in the former Hyderabad
State.
STATEMENT I
Decadewise Population of Gouds
Years

"A prevalent type, and since it does not occur among
other communities in Adilabad, perhaps the nearest approch
to what may have to be considered the Goud type, is
charecterised by a broad and rather flat face~ hIgh cheek
bones, a small, short nose, which widens rapidly from a
narrow depressed ridge, a weak and not very full mouth,
and a small pointed chin. Faces of this type with their
broad cheek bones and the weak lower jaw may be described as heart-shaped, though in the plumpness of youth they
often appear round and tend to give even adults a certain
childlike look. I would say that medium stature and a
rather slender build are frequently associated with thiS type,
but in the absence of measurements and statistics all such
apparent connections are likely 10 be fallacious."

Distribution of Population
Gonds are classified as Schedule Tribes in the States
of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Mysore, Orissa, Rajasthan and West
Bengal. In Uttar Pradesh, there is a SCheduled Caste
by name Gond and it is not known whether these two
are same. In Andhra Pradesh they are found only in

1881*
1891*
1901*
19 1*
1921@
1931&
19·H £

Total No. ofGonds
Returned
88,7,1
98,8:1(0
1t7,5tj
IZ4,HI
t()3,132
113,280
142,026

Percentage of
decade variation

+
+

ILO

+

fl.9
15.6

-

2~.5

+

10.0

The reasons for sudden fall in the 1921, even in the
general population is given in the Part II-A of Andhra
Pradesh (CensuS-196 I , P. 77). The.author says:
"The, 9 21 debacle" was of course the result of the great
wave of influenza of i91l'S that spread all over the country .••
It was recorded in the 1921 Census Report of Hyderabad
States, that besides Influenza, Cholera and Plague den 11ded' this decade of its population in the Telangana
districts. "

In the 1951 Census tribewis;; particulars were not
furnished.

*

Census ofIndia 1911, Vol. XIX, Hydcrabad State, Part I, Report p. 142

@

Census ofIndia 192', Vol. XXI, Hyderabad State, Part I, Report p.! ,1

&

Census of India 1931, Vol. XXIII Hyderabad State Part I, Report p. '49

£

Census ofIndia 1941, Vol. XXI, Hyderabad State Part I, Report p. III
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ST ATEMENT II
Population of Goods according to 1961 Census
Population

5, J.te/District
Details

,-----------_...... _----------- ....
Males

Females

T('ta!

0)

(3)

(4)

Total

72.213

71,467

143,6SO

Rural

71.81l

71,161

142,972

402

306

708

Total

19

3S

S4

Rural
Urban

19

35

S4

Total

148

121

269

Rural

2

2

H6

121

267

Total

22

2t

43

Rural

22

21

43

327

316

643

321

307

628

6

9

IS

(1)

ANDflRA PRAJ'JESH

eTban
Mahbu'magar

Hyderabad

urban
Mf!dak

Urban
NCzamabad

Total
Rural
Urban
_,cdr/abad

Total
Rural
Urban

~1.090

46,244

93,334

46,948

46,196

93,144

142:

48

190

Kctlfimllagar

Total

5,881

5,934

1l,811

Rural

5.882

5,934

11,816

Urban
WtNangal
Total

1
11,360

H.279

22,639

H,354

11,231

22,585

(;

48

54

Total

?,3St

7,5<)7

14,&58

Rural

7,M}

7,437

14,700

Urban

88

70

IS8

U

10

2l

11

10

23

Rural
Urban
KMammam

Nalgo/lda

Total
Rural
Urban

'!

A close view of Suddaguda hamlet
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The dis1r:et-,\ ise population of Gonds in Andhra
Pradesh as per the 1961 census is given in the Statement II
on the opposite page.
Most of the Gonds live in rural areas. Out of
143,680 Goods in the State 142,972 persons live in
rural areas and only 708 persons are found in urban
areas. Their chief occupations are cultivation, agricultural labour. livestock, forestry. hunting and household industry.

Settlement
Both in Marlavai and Suddaguda, the houses are
agglomerated. They live in hutments (Figure 3).
These two areas are purely Gond habitated areas.
Generally Gonds do not prefer to live along
with the other communities. They maintain an
independent dwelling area as far as possible.
If
they have to live with others, they prefer Kolams,
pradhans and Mathutas rather than other communities.
Names of habitations generally carry some meanings.
Originally at a place (5 kilometres away from Utnoor)
where they. came to. settle <.lown 60. years back, th<?y
dug a wyll. They found Suddha (white earth) instead
of water ih the well. From thence the habitation is
called Suddaguda and they dug another well at a different place.. It was
called Peddaguda (pedda
literally menas elders) since prominent Gonds lived in
this village. As the growth of trees and wild bushes
did not permit them to extend the habitation ar~a,
the entire habitation was shifted to the present place
(2_kilometres away from Utnoor). Before selecting the
habitation for t~e entire group they see that!it is near
t2..,.1heir fields and the village goddess. Suddaguda has
10 households and Marlavai 25 households. It was
IJUpposed that close to Marlavai there was a secret
treasure (Mal - treasure) and they wanted it and so
called it Va; which means 'let it come'. In course of
time it was caHed Marlavai.
Though the size varies according to the family
size, the shape of the house is uniform, every house
being rectangular. There is no problem of selecting a
house site because every Gond wants to build a house
in the habitation area of his close relatives. They consult the Devari. the priest, for beginning the construction
of the house. The Devari tells the day when he is in
sivasari, i.e., ill a mood of divination. Thursday and
Sunday are considered to be auspicious. On the fixed
day, an elders meet and four of them stand in four
corners forming' the shape of a 'X' with two ropes of
equal length as shown in the figure.
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The first pole is fixed in the south eastern corner which
is followed by other three poles in the three corners.
After fixing the first pole it is worshipped. A piece of
~loth is spread and turmeric, rice and 4 paise are kept
10 the cloth and it is tied to the pole. But they could
not explain the meaning of this custom except that it
ensures the successful completion of the house COO5ltruction. Figure 4 shows the front elevation and ground
plan of a Gond hut. The walls of the houses are made
of wattle and plastered with red earth. The skeleton of
the roof is prepared with mudelu (wooden pillars) and
kadapattiiu (rafters). It is fixed on the two central
poles. It is thatched with jadi (forest grass). Neither
windows nor ventilators are fixed. The main entrance
is always towards north. There is another door towards
the south which will be used mostly by the female
members of the family. Floor is plastered with cow
dung twice a week. A room is locally known as Am
and it is divided into as many parts as there are
married sons by putting partitions made of wattle. A
pandal locally known as Manda is raised in front of
the house. It not only aives shade during summer and
protection from rain but it is also useful for preserving
the hay bundles. Every house without exception erect s
some sort of fencing around the house. The construction of a house takes only 4 days if all the required
material is ready. Generally no paid labour is engaged a
the needed help is readily available from the neighbour ~
ing household members. Earlier the consturction of house
cost almost nothing but it is repoted that at present
an amount of Rs. 25 to 30 is usually paid to the Forest
Guard for getting the required material from the forest.
They feel that they are being cheated by the Forest
Guards but seem to be helple.ss as the need forces them
to accept the terms dictated by the Forest Guard.
Housewarming ceremony is known as PUnaram
dantam. On this occasion the house owner offers
worships in the northwestern corner after lighting a
candle. He pays respects to all gods and gives a feast
to the members of entire hamlet. If he is poor, he
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distributes phalaharam consisting of soaked Bengalgram dal mixed with jaggery.
Housing colony nnde:!'
gramme

~he

Block

Dc~!ell)pmcnt

Pro-

A scheme for providing houses to tribals has been
taken up under the Block Development Programme.
Under this scheme each household is given an amount
of Rs. 500 for constructing a house according to the
plar. suggested by the Block Development Programme.
The amount is given in three instalments after verification at each stage of construction. All the 10
households in Suddaguda were given Rs. 100 each, one
year back to construct pucca houses. They have not yet
started the house construction. They have already spent
the amount for domestic purposes. Whenever they are
reminded by the Block Development officials, they give
some pretext or the other for the delay. Perhaps if the
tribals were given the required material for house
construction rather than money, the scheme might have
been successful.

Source of wate r
Just adjoining the hamlet there is a well both at
Suddaguda and Marlavai dug under the Block Development Programme. They do not allow any Mala: or
Madiga to draw water from it. It is exclusively meant
for Gonds.

The traditional dress of the males consist of an
upper garment known as barabandi or bara hasi (a
garment with 12 Japs to tie it in the front i.e. , there is
complete opening in the front. There are 12 laps
threads in the place of buttons on each side which are
tied by knots after wearing the garment) and a lower
garment locally called as dhotri which will be 4 1/2
yards in length. Barahandi is made by the tailor and
the dhotTi is bought from a padmasale (a weaving
~aste) who comes now and then to the tribal settlements. A pair of dhotris costs Rs. 15 to 25. Now
barabandi is rarely seen and it is replaced by Nehru
shirt (Lalclti) and shirt. They buy the shirts in the
Shandy. All males generally wear headgear locally
known as parka or rumal the length of which is usually
5 yards or 6 yards, and each costs about Rs.8. Generally the colour of the patka is white but sometimes red
colour is also preferred. The tradition of wearing patka
when visiting a temple is strictly observed by them. In
the absence of a patka they should at least wear a

dasti (towel) as palka on such occasions. The dress of
boys consists of angadi or angi which is an upper
garment and requires about 1 1/2 yards cloth. Dhotr i
of 2 1/2 yards is wora as lv... cr ganntnt. The cost of
one angi and dhotri will be from Rs. 7 to 8. Dhotri
is worn by boys just in the fashion of elders.
Males wear chappals prepared by the M adiga.
They place an order in advance by paying Rs. 5. They
wear chappals only when they go out. Entering th~
house with chappals is a taboo for them. Womell do
110t wear footwear; it is not a taboo but a practice.
The dress of females consists of dikidi (saree) of
4 1/2 yards. They buy a saree of 9 yards and cut it into
two pieces. They wear dikidi in the Maharashtrian
fashion. Wearing of blouses is not a traditionalpractice. Nowadays most of them are wearing jacket
or cltori or ravika. The difference between the above
two is that jacket will be having buttons in the front
whereas chori or ravika will not be having buttons and
its two loose ends will be tied into a knot in the front.
The cost of dikicli varies from Rs. 15 to 20 and that of
claori and ravika is usually Rs. 2 and Rs. 1.50 respectiveJy. Gond girls wear an upper garment valle which
is a two yards piece. They wear it just in the fashion of
their elders. They buy a valle of 4 yards for Rs. 5 and
cut it into two pieces. The young generation has now
started wearing frocks. The favourite colours preferred
by women are red and blue. l<lgures 5 and 6 illustrate
the dressing pattern among Gonds and trend of change
in the same aspect.
Males get their bair cut once in two months. Now
shaving is also in practice. Women comb their hair and
knot it in tbe back (figure7).

Ornaments
Every Gond woman is adorned with beautifully
designed ornaments and chains of multicoloured beads.
The love of ornaments is ingrained in the womenfolk
of Gond community. Ornaments ure made of either
silver or German silver. They select their ornaments in
the Keslapur jatara. The ornaments (Figures 8 and 9)
worn by fcmales are :

]. Saree

-

2. Chitang 3. Sakri -

An ornament of circular "I
shape
Worn
A na~ow ?rnament
~round
A cham w1th heart
I tClC neck
shaped pendant
J

r

Dressing pattern among Gonds

A trend of change in dressing pattern .

_ ..

Hair style

-:::r~

Good women bedecked with ornaments'

.:

BAlABAN

flKAlEMUDDE

(h)

MUDDE

( k) NAD/PATTI

Ornaments

Tattoo marks

GONDS
- Ear ring
4. Pulli
5. Khade
Wrist ornament
6. Ba;aban- An artistically curved
elbow ornament
1. Tikale- - Rings on which the
mudde
coins are fixed
and
mudde

summer. Sometimes they take rice also. They cannot
afford to buy vegetables but they cccasionally use them
if they are grown in the fields. Also their meal.inc1udc~
rccgram, grecngram, anumulu (field beans) f\nn Bengalgram. Very often kusari is prepared with all daIs as a
side dish. Whenever their economy permits they relish
meat and chicken. They are forbidden to eat beef, POTPt
and flesh of rabbit and deer. If the household possesse:o;
miich cattle they invariably use milk, but do not tak.e
butter milk.

A silver belt worn
on the waist

8. Patti

: t

9. Panjolor- Anklet
thode
10.

II.

Jodu
Pusti

-

Toe rings
Marriage locket

) Worn by
> married
j women

An interesting practice is observed among Gonds. A
pus!i when worn along with black beads is a symbol
of martial status whereas pusti without black beads
can be worn by unmarried girls. A widow can: wear an
the ornaments except the last two. If she is remarried,
she can assume the status of a married woman by
wearing jodu and pusti.
Ornaments worn by men are

1.

Kardoda

:2.

Chevubali

3.
4.

Mudde

Kade

a silver belt worn on the waist
worn on the helix of the ear
worn Oll the elbow
rings of various types

Tattooing
They call it us singar. It not only serves t:le
purpose of decoration but it also denotes their religious
beliefs and social values. They believe that when one
goes to the other world, he carries nothing but tattoo
marks. It is compulsory for women. Otherwise they
cannot touch the cooking pot. Every girl is particularly
tattooed before she gets married. It is also supposed
that it gives protection from evil eye and it relieves
bodily pains. A Thoti woman attends to tattooing and
she is generally paid in kind. Figures 10 and 11 sho\v
the tattoo mnrks en the paIn, and tattol) marks b:lween the eye br:ows respectively.

Mohrw flower, known as l1il'uk in Gondi, (0~m3
a part of their meal, sometimes. They are abundantly
available in the month of April. Many Gond families
collect these flowers, dry tb.em and preserve them in
pots or gummi. Whenever they feel shortage of food',
these dried flowers are grindcd after boiling them. The
grinded substance is mixed with jowar flour and brea(J
is prepared. As Gonas are living amidst the jungle, inclusion of edible roots in their food is inevitable. Some df
the roots in common use are nUTsamati. thoudramatj,

duddemati) khakhamati,

tlledremllti

For all the f.!stivals they have to prepare a special
dish known as gharaka (a savoury .prepared out pf
blackgram clal) and' offer it. to gods. Other festival
preparations are poleluku (a sweet preparation) and
buda or nisari (dosa ofpJains people). They use utensils of various metals like brass, bronze, iron, aluminium and tin. The names of utensils and their use are as
follows.
1.
2.

Kasala
Ganju

3.

Pit lzlighagra

4.

Pi/hli dhade

5.

Kml,~hu

Food and drinks
The staple fClod of Gonds is jowar. TIley cook
bhato with the coarse flour of jowar and prepare roti
with jowar flom. They prepare Java (gruel) in the

madkanjimati

and palchamati. They extract ippanune or parka nu]W
from garang which is also known as garaneyi in Gol'l.di,
The garang (nuts) of ma/.uD flower are dried aQd the
inner portion is powdered and kept in a piece of cloth
and it is tied on a pot containing little water. This pot i~
kept on the fire. The garang powder will become
smooth because of the steam in the pot. Then· it 15
ground and oil is extracted. Every house has a crnoe 'oil
press wIth which they extract ippa nune. This is u~ed
both for cooking and lighting purposes.

dhade ...

Vessel used for cooking
A big vessel used for Pl'cs(;'(ving ~ilater :'..:~d it is :':..!50 11~·.::d
for coe!/~i:,,:;
Vessel vscd fOf prcservirig
water
A brass plate in which C\c
jowar Hour is soaked for
preparing bread
Eating plates
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6. Thavva
7. Kachkud
8. Pithdi and jilas ...
9. Po!rara

A frying pan
A frying pan of small size
Tumblers used for drinking
Bucket used for dra\ving
water

:Though they do not plainly accept, anyone having
even a little acquaintance with Gonds can say that all
the males without exception are addicted to drinking.
For females it is an occasional habit. They drink
•thr~ kinds of indigenous liquors locally known as
kallu - 1. Tadi kallu (liquor extracted from palmyra
.tree), 2. Sindi kallu (prepared from date pJam tree),
3. KaHli extracted from Moltua flower. Smoking
beedi is very much enjoyed b'y Gond males. Even an
utter stranger can easily' make friendship with a Gond
. by .offering him a couple of beedis.
,Equipment connected with time recording and weight
. .' They know the time according to sun shade.
'lotal ll nils of grain measurement are
follows:

.

as

.

2 Arasolas
4 Chittes
4 Seers
16 Manikas
40 Manikas or
'2J/2 Manigulu

The

.

1 chiOe

1 seer
1 M{mik
1 Manugu
.-

tablets as they believe that small tablets cannot cure
. severe diseases. Common disease of this area specially
among Gonds is Gajji (itch) - a kind of skin disease.
Nearly 95% of the Gonds are seen with patches of itch
on some part or other of the body. However, this
disease is not generally found among children but it is
very commonly found among adults. In former times
small pox was common in an epidemic form and u~d
to take a heavy toll of lives in the village and the
neighbourhood. After the introduction of vaccination
in these areas, the disease is limited to a few cases .
The Gonds consider the disease of small pox as-a
symbol of the wrath of Ammathalli and refuse to administer any medicine to those affected.
Language and Literacy
The mother tongue of the Gonds is generaUy Gondi
though most of them know Telugu also. Gondi has
no separate script of its own. According to the lin~
istic classification of Sir George Grierson, Gondi is
classified under the Intermediate group of Dravidian
Family. The following statement shows the various
\}anguages returned as mother tongue by the Gonds and
the total speakers of such languages' at the 1961 census
count in Andhra Pradesh.

1 Goni(equlllentto 1 quintal)

EOTirol!1mental Sanitatio.D a~a :llygienic.JlabHs

Mother tongue of.Gonds according to 1961 Censns

Mother Tongue
Gouds take bath daily and some of them are using
:toilet soaps also. Women take head ba~h once in 15
:days. During head bath they apply talatodi (fuller'S
earth) to head and wash it deanly. the surroundings
of the house are kept neat by womenfolk and they go
into the jungle for defecation. They do not hav.e
washerman in the surveyed village and they neatly wash
their clothes themselves with washing soap.
Disease and tr ea tmeDt
Gonds generally <;10 not care for small ailments
like simple fever, cold or cough. Only when a disease
persists for more than a week they go to vaidu-a native
doctor. The two surveyed villages are not having
lIaidu and they go to the nearby village where vaidu
resides. This vaidu need not necessarily belong to
Gond tribe and he may hail from any tribe. Only in
cases of serious condition they go to the Government
doctor, and prefer to take injections and reject the

Total speakers

Gondi
Telugu
Koya
Hindi
Marathi
Lamani/Lam badi
Mathuri
KoJami
Tamil
Manne
Kannada
Bhil
Urdu
Gujarathi
Punjabi
Total Goeds

74,555
67,265
1,013
405
272

55
55
45
4

3
2
2
2
1

143,680
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The important subsidiary languages spoken by the
Gonds are Telugu, Marathi, Urdu and Hindi. As
many as 14,690 Gonds have returned Telugu as their
subsidiary language while 5,101 Gonds have returned
Marathi as a subsidiary language. The number of
persons speaking Urdu, Hindi, Koya. Lamani/Lamliadi,
Kannada, Banjari, etc. as subsidiary languages is
small.
Gouds lih' other Scheduled Tribe population are
educationally very backward. Only 2.65% of Gonds'
consisting of 5.02% among males and 0.36% among females are literates. Thus literacy among Gonds is less
than that among all Scheduled Tribes which stands at
4.4]% for per~ons, 7.26% among males and 1.48%
among females. The illiteracy among females is very
great. In the rural areas out of 142,972 Gond population only 3,628 persons are literate and educated
perSOllS and as many as 139,344 are illiterates. The
percentage of lit~racy among the G~nds in the rural
areas thus works out to 2.54% only. Of the 3,628
literate and educated Gonds, 2,405 persons have no
cdncati.Jnal qualificatioa while 1,173 persons have
primary or junior Basic level qualification. There are
just 40 persons with matriculation and above qualification.
Among the 71,811 males of the Gond population in the rural areas 68,355 persons are illiterates,
while 2,302 persons are literates witliout educational
qualificatioll. 1,114 males possess Primary or Junior
Basic level of education and 40 males have Matriculation and above qualification. Among the 71,161
females of the Gond popUlation in the rural areas as
many as 70,989 persons are illiterates and 103 persons
arc literates without educational level. Only 69 females
have Primary or Junior Basic level qualification while
there is none with Matriculation or higher qualification.
In the urban areas there is only a small number of 708
Gonds and eVC!l among this limited number the proportion of literacy is no better. Out of the 708 Gonds
in the urban arcas 530 persons or 74.86% of the Gonds
are illiterates. Among the 178 literates 69 are without
any educational qualification. 107 persons have Primary or Junior Basic level of education and there are
only 2 persons with Matriculation or Higher Secondary
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school qualification. There are no degree holders
among the Gonds even in urban areas. Among males
ill the urban areas, out of 402 total male Gond population 236 are illiterates and 60 are literates without
educational level. There are only 104 males with
Primary or Junior Basic level of education and 2 have
Matriculation or Higher Secondary School level of
education. Among the 306 total female Gon d popu-lation, 296 females are illiterates, 9 females are literates
without educational level and 3 females are with Pri
mary or Junior Basic level of education. There is no
female among the Gouds in the urban areas with
Matriculation and above level of education.
The Social Welfare Deparment is providieg many
amenities for the improvement of Gond education. The
main problem with which the Department is faced is
about the medium of instruction. Gonds have to be
taught in a language other than their mother tongue
as Gond! has no script. It is really a tough task
to impart education in another language especially
to a section of people who are not very much interested
in and do not realise the importance of education.
Prof. Haimendorf devised a plan, according to which
Devanagari script was introduced for Gondi dialect in
the tribal areas. Primary readers composed by Sri
B. Joglekar, the then Social Service Officer of the
erstwhile Hyderabad State were introduced in the De~
partmental Schools. After reorganisation of States.
Telugu and Hindi are introduced as m~diLim of instruction.
There are -t hostels established by the Social welfare
Department for tribals of Adilabad District. The
students stay in the hostel and attend the Government
schools. The hostels are situated at Adilabad, Utnur
and Asifabad and Boath respectively. The following
statement gives the particulars regarding the year of
establishment of each hostel, budget provision during
the year 1967-68, the sanctioned strength in each hostel
and the number of boarders admitted' Besides the
above four hostels, a separate hostel is established for
girls at Utnur.

l S!atemeot.
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STATEMENT IV
Tribal Hostels in Adilabad District
Name of the Hostel

Location

No. of
Boarders
admitted

Sanctioned
strength

Budget Provision
during
1\.67-6tl

(6)

(5)

(3)

(4)

Adilabad

70

70

29,600

Utnuf

50

50

N.A.

IS62-63

(2)

(I )

Scheduled Tribes Bo) s'
Hostel
·do·

Year of the
establishment
of the hostel

1966-67

·do-

Asifabad

12,080

1957-58

-do·

Boath

40

21

8,200

1566-67

Scheduled Tribes Girl's
Hostel
N. A. Not availabe

Utnuf

25

21

7,4~8

1~66

N.A.

N.A.

The hostels permit the students studying from 4th
standard to college education. There is an age limit
prescribed for the boarders of the hostels. The 4th
standard student should not be older than 12 years and
a student studying final year in the College should not
be more than 23 years. But Govt. vide G. O. Ms. No.
899/Edn D-24-7-1965 have exempted these rules for a
period of 5 years with effect from 1965-66. The total
number of students in the boys' hostels of Adilabad,
Utnur and Boath and the girls' hostel of Utnur is 162
students. Out of this total162, 112 students belong to
Gond Tribe, 46 students to Pradhan, 2 students to
Kolam and 2 students to other tribes.
Primary Schools

schools are located at Gadiguda and Marlavai of
Utnur Taluk and the third at Keslapur of Sirpur
taluk. The following statement shows the sanctioned
strength and the budget for the year 1967-68.
STATEMENT V
Ashram Schools run by Social Welfare Department
Location

Sanctioned
strength

( 1)

(2)

Gadiguda
Marlavai
KesJapur

Total
There are 71 Scheduled Tribes schools in Adilabad
District and each school is run by a single teacher. The
talukwise particulars of the schools are as given below:
1.
2.
3.

Utnur Taluk
Adilabad Taluk
Boath Taluk
Total

36
16
19
71

The total number of students in the above schools is
1956. The medium of instruction in most of the schools
is Telugu and in a few schools, it is Marathi. The
majority of the students are Gonds followed by Pradhan,
Kolam and Thoti tribes. Besides the above schools.
there are 9 separate schools for denotified tribes.
Ashram Schools nm by Social Welfare Department

Three Ashram Schools are run by Social Welfare
Department since the 1ast 17 years. Two of these

67

No. of
boarders
admitted
(3)

Budget
1967-68

Rs.

P.

(4)

30

30

30

30

11, '2f'.CO
1I,757.CO
5,C62.00

110

110

25,134.00

50

50

In spite of many attempts, the progress of literacy
is very slow and not at all significant. Even the
younger generation does not appear to be active. In the
case of Marlavai village, in spite of the fact that there
is a primary school with residential facilities, the
parents do not seem inclined to send their children to
school. The teacher of this school himself is a Gond
and is prepared to undergo any trouble to teach t~e
children of his community. But the parents complatn
that if their boys are sent to schools, there will be no
one to look after the cattle. They care more for the
well being of the cattle than for educating their
children. Another objection voiced by them is that if
their girls are sent to school, the mother cannot
manage the entire household work at home. The girls
gener ally look after small children besides attending
to other household work. Lastly the Gonds seem to
feel that there is not much practical use of education.
They argue that their children may study upto 5th
standard in the village with great difficulty. Anyhow

A Gond teacher along with his students at Marlavai
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their economy never permits them to send their
children either to Utnur or Adilabad for higher
studies. So even after studying 5th class, they have
again to turn back to their traditional· occupations.
This being the main reason, they are reluctant to
invest either time or money on education. Fig. 12
shows the Gond Teacher with his students at
Marlavai.

Economic life
From times immemorial Gonds are settled agriculturists. Prior to the settled cultivation, they were
the free lords of the thick forest moving in every
corner they loved and tilling every piece of land they
favoured.
The opening of improved means of
communications followed by constant touch with the
plains people inculcated in them a desire for settled life
by putting an end to their vagabond life. However,
they are not a ware when they actually took up settled
cultivation. But it is almost definite that they have
moved from the food gathering stage to settled agriculture. Hassan describes vividly their primitive
activities of economic life. (Hassan, Vol. I, Bombay: 1920,p. 229).
.. The original occupation of the Gonds is believed to be
hunting and agriculture, which latter is carried on by the
method known as dhya or daha. In this primitive mode of
tillage, neither plough nor hoe is used, but the men eLlt
trees, burn them and sow seeds by small handfuls in narrow
holes made in the ashes. As the earth gives proofs of
exhaustion, generally in two or three years, the Gonds move
off, bag and baggage, to some fresh patch of land and
resume their operations. "

Now the occupation of hunting is almost given up
by the Gonds who not only had been accustomed to
settled cultivation, but whose possession of land
holdings were regularised also under the Hyderabad
Tribal Areas Regulation, 1359 Fasli (No. III of 1359
Fasli).
Some of the Revenue Forest had been
distributed among the tribals who were not in the
possession of land. Under the above Act almost all
the Gonds acquired patta rights over the land.
During the field study, it was noticed that the land
holdings among the 20 households ranged between 5
acres and 30 acres per household. They classify the land
into two varieties (1) chenu (dry land) and (2) polam
{wet land). The land cultivated by them in Adilabad
falls under the first category. Cultivation entirely
depends on rain. The main crops are jowar, paddy,
maize and redgram. Besides these, they raise various
pulses and chiJ1jes. The main cash crop is cotton llnd
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everyone particularly keeps a piece of land for this
crop.
The agricultural operations start with first polughing in May. The cultivable land is ploughed with
nayangal (plough) at least two times. Then organic
manure is applied. Then once again the land is ploughed
with nayangal. The ryots anticipate the first rain either
in the last week of June or first week of July. When
tilled land is watered with rain pour, ploughing
operations are repeated with wakur (a harrow with a
horizontal blade covered at the ends and fixed t6 a
wooden board). Soon after the completion of second
ploughing, seeds are sown with tipun (a seed drill with
one or more coulters).
Figure 13 shows the agricultural implements wakur and tipun.
The weed ins
operations are conducted in August. After this the
ryots will be busy till the end of November when the
crop is harvested. The harvested crop is tied into
bundles and kept in the midst of the field. To separate
the corn, jowar, etc., from the straw, the bullocks are
made to walk over the bundles. This process is called
tuduswal. Then the thrashed jowar is separated from
the stalks by winnowing and then it is collected into
gunny bags. Then gunny bags are carried to farmers'
threshold in the Rengi. The jowar is stored either in
dulle or gunne \vhich are made of bamboo.
Agricultural productivity is very low mainly due
to the absence of irrigational facilities.
Another
reason is that they do not use fertilisers as they can not
afford to buy them. In spite of certain natural
impediments many facilities have been provided by. the
Government to achieve better standards of productIOn.
Takkavi loans are offered under the Block Development programme. The Co-operative Society at Jainur
also provides loans at an interest rate of Rs. 6% per
annum. If a farmer is paying a land tax of one rupee,
he is eligible to take Rs. 24 as loan from the Co-operative Society. Jf one wants to give away the land on
lease basis, there are no rigid rules for this and he
depends on the honesty of the tenant. The system by
which the crop is shared equally (or as agreed to otherwise) by tenant cultivator and the owner of th~ land,
is called bhatai. The tenant can take two thuds of
the produce if he bears all the expenses of cultivation.
If the tenant and owner equally bear the expenses.
they can also equally share the produce. The spirit of
co-operation is impressive during the agricultural
operations. Every household may not be having
bullocks and cart. Those who possess carts will
provide them to their neighbours in times of need, free
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of any charges. Bullocks are usually spared at the
time of ploughing sometimes freely and sometimes for
one goni (1 quintal) of jowar.
Us~~

forests in Tribal areas, under the control of theForest Department free of charge, for a further
period of 5 years from 1967-68 to 1971-72. Generally
plains people have to pay some remuneration for each
herd of cattle. But in the years of famine even plaiDS
people are permitted to graze their cattle freely because
of the famine. Neither the tribals nor the plains people are allowed to graze sheep or goat in the forest.
The terms between the Forest Guard and Gonds are
neither cordial nor friendly. The attitude of Gonds
towards the Forest Guard is that of fear rather than
one of understanding.

of Forest

As Gonds have to depend entirely on rains, their
agricultural return is very low and hardly sufficient to
their subsistence. Unlike the Chenchus who earn
money by the collection of forest produce, Goods do
not add anything to their purse by the forest produce
but it helps them in kind for the maintenance of their
livdihood. They collect mohua flower, fruits and
differ~nt varieties of roots. The dried mokua is stored
car~fully and when there is scarcity of food grains,
bread is prepared by mixing it with jowar flour. The
nuts of mohua are dried and the inner portion is
powdered. A sort of oil is then ex tracted by a process
whTch is described earlier under 'Food'.

The Forest Guard generally exploits the ignorant
Gonds. Even for the permitted things, the Guards
seem to be squeezing the tribals by demanding their
mamool (customary payment) either in the form of
cash or kind.
Working Force

Previously they were the masters of the jungle.
But today some restrictions are imposed on them.
However, they are given freedom to collect mohua
flowers, gum, firewood, honey, fruits and roois. But
they are required to sell the gum to sl-~cificd persons
at fixed rates. According to the recent G. O. Ms.
No. 97 F & A (For. III) Department, tribal people
in the notified areas in Telangana Region are given the
<:~r,cessions to cut and graze grass and to collect the
monua in the Reserve Forests, unreservcs and protected

According to the 1961 Cen.'>us, 62.03% of the
GDnds are workers, the figures for males and females.
being 65.19% and 58.83% respectively. The high
participation rate offemales indicates that women have
also to work along with their men to maintain themselves. Among the workers 61.47% are cultivators
while in the total population of Gonds they constitute
38.13%. Further details of the working force among
Gonds can be seen from Statement VI.

STATEMENT

VI

Occupation of Goods according to 1961 Census
TOTAL
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It W3S vbserved during the field study that out of
the 139 person:; surveyed, only 47 are dependants. These
dependants are of three categories - 1. old persons,
2. school going children and 3. children below 8 years.
Every child ~; bove the age of 8 years is a contributor
to the famil). Though everyone works in the family,
their economi..: condition is far from satisfactory. They
seem to work but they do not evince interest in the
work. Both Government officials and plains people
who are in touch with Gonds complain about the
laziness of Gouds. If there is a plateful of meal for
'he morrow, they do not care to work. They waste
most of their ~arnings on the expensive mahua liquor
which is an indispensable part of their daily life.
It was learnt from the forest department which was
consl,lted during the investigation that the department
has lot c,f work to allot to the tribals at the daily wage
rate of Rs. 2.50 per worker. In spite of their poor
condition and the attractive wage rate, Gonds are reported to be disinclined to take up the work allotted to
t hem by the forest deparment. Appendix II shows the
annllal income and expenditure of surveyed households
of Gonds of Adilabad district for the year November
J 965 to Decerllber 1966.

As seen from the Appendix n, nowhere the exptuditurc is t~danced with income. They hesitated to
give the CO,T'=2t figures of income and expenditure and
p.::rhaps most of them are incapable of furnishing these
details. Howe\ cr, it is felt that they have over-estimated
the expenditL:re 2d1d under-estimated the income. They
are reluctant to give their expenditure on drinking. The
amount under miscellaneous column mostly includes
the expenditur.:: on drinking. Out of the 20 households
surveyed, 15 households are involved in debts. The
amount of debt varies between Rs. 40 and Rs. 800 per
household.
They take loans froin a Salzucar at Dusturabad at an exorbitant rate of interest of 25% per
anm!m. Four persons took loan from the lainur Coope'·~.ti\'e Soc;cty Hnd the rest of them from the Sahucar
at D~lsturabad. They take the loan in the form of
jO\VZir or otj-,cr (,,_'in, \','1;"" their foedstuffs arc exhausted
ane repay it afkr the next harvest. If ;mybody fails
10 repay the d~ht at the end of the year, compound
interest is cc<kctC',~ by the Salmcar.

UFE CYCLE
Birth

Gonds L~'ns;der tile birth of a child as a blessing
of God. Tn;: birlh of a male child brings more hap-
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piness than that of a female child. Stoppage· of menstruation for two months is considered as a sign of
pregnancy. No pre-natal care is taken in the medical
aspect. Whatever the pregnant woman relishes and
desires is immediately supplied. Generally she expresses
her desire to take meat, eggs and chirangu (a dish prepared with wheat and nuts of marri pandlu (a variety
of small fruits). The only restriction imposed on her
is that she should not eat the meat of rabbit, lest the
expectant child gets the disease of rabbit. No ceremony
is observed during the period of pregnancy. Generally
the first delivery takes place at the parents' house of
the parturient woman. She is taken to her parents'
house after the completion of the 7th or 8th month,
and returns to her husband's house one month after the
delivery. A corner of the house is set apart for the
delivery. A midwife locally known as Sonivothad
attends to the delivery. i. C., in the case of hard labour.
She administers indigenous medicines when necessary
At the time of delivery, the woman lies. on the cot in
such a way that her legs an: not pointed towards the
north, i.e., she should not keep her back towards the
south. Sonivothad cuts the umbilical cord with a knife
and bathes the child and mother. placenta is collected
and kept in a tapTi (a basket prepared with bamboo).
This topti is buried in the backyard of the household.
On that day no male member is allowed to walk on
the earth where the topli is buried. As a heat generating and precantionary medicine, the mother is given
yachham, prepared with sonli, pi'ppali and~arlic which
are ground together into powder and mixed with gingelly oil and sugar and finally made into balls. Daily
two or three of these balls are served for 5 days. It is
supposed that yachllam secretes more milk in the
mother. If the woman is in normal health, she is
given diet on the first day. Diet is served without
chillies for 8 days. B;)th m0ther and child wiII be
given bath two times daily till the day of final bath.
There is no definite period of pollution. The child and
mother are given final purificatory bath 011 the day
when the remaining umbilical cord comp~ctcly severs
Oll.
Nobody touches her until she takes the final
bath. On the day of final bath, the hair of the child,
irrespective of sex is removed by the barber. He also
removes the nails. He is paid for his services at the
rate of Rs.5j- for a male child and Rs. 1.50 for a female
child. Sonivothad performs puttusabha on the day of
child birth. She worships God with turmeric and
vermilion and prays for the safe delivery by offer ing
gingeUy, 2 paise and jaggery. Again on the day Of
final bath she performs moddu sabha in the same man_
ner as above which is a thanks giving ceremony to God
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for proteclling the child and mother with health and happiness. Sonivothad is given a saree or Rs.5J- for a male
child and Rs. 2.50 in the case of a female child. Besides
this she is given one seer of jowar in addition to a meal
daily till the day of the final bath. They go to the
Maternity Centres only in cases of a serious nature and
when the S.nivothad expresses her iRability to conduct
the delivery.
Naming Ceremony
Cradling and naming of the child is performed on
the same day. Ati (paternal aunt) plays an important
part in this ceremony. It is performed after the final
bath either on Thursday or Firday or Wednesday or
on Sunday. Ati is invited even if she resides in another
village. She brings a rope and cloth for Ukad (cradle)·
Her husband fixes the rope and she arranges the Ukad.
She first utters the name of the child and keeps it in
Ukad. She presents Angi (shirt) if it is a male child
and jagga (frock) if it is a female child. If the Ati haS
a son and the child born happens to be female, she
proposes the child for her son.
No special attention is bestowed in bringing up the
child. It is bathed reglllarly in hot water. Soap is
a,lso used if it can be afforded. No regular timings
are observed for feeding the baby. Whenever it feels
hungry, it is fed with milk. When the child is 11 or
12 months old., the grand mother (either paternal or
maternal) first feeds the baby with cooked rice. In
their absence. the parents feed the baby first. No
special ceremony is observed for this.

no sign of pregnancy, the husband 111arries another
girl. If the first wife also wants to marry any other
man, she is allowed to do so. Otherwise she can
remain with her first husband.
Sex life and marriage
Among Gonds, pre-marifal and extra-marital
relations are condemned. Under the strict vigilance
of the community elders, there is no possibility of their
occurrence and everyone strictly adheres to the moral
codes laid down by the elders. As previously stated
marriage relations within the saga are considered as
taboo. One has to seek the spouse from another saga.
Another rule that is strictly observed among Gands is
that no marriage alliance is allowed between the Ed,yen
Saga (seven gods phratry) and Sewen Saga (five gods
phratry), as they are considered as siblings. Permissible partners are one's father's sister's daughter and
mother's brother's daughter. Marrying one's sister'S
daughter is prohibited. Generally monogamy is practised. But there is no serious objection to polygamy.
In both the places of field study the Patel had two
wives. Among Gonds a girl is usuaUy married at the
age of 10 or 12 years. In most of the cases the marriage is performed before the girl attains puberty.
However, the practice of marrying their daughters after
puberty is also observed in a few cases. The marriageable age for a male is reported to be 15-20 years.
Types ofManiage

Attainment of puberty is known as Persmninal
in Gondi. For the first menstruation the girl is made
to sit in a corner. Her mother applies turmeric to her
body and puts Kumkwn on her forehead. She is
dressed in a new saree with Yilllow colour and she is
decorated with yellow bangles. Pollution is observed
for 5 days and purificatory bath is given on the 6th
day. On this day elderly women are invited and
served cha (tea) and a feast. Poor families offer only
chao For the subsequent periods, pollution is observed
till the discharge stops. The woman is not allowed
to do any work in the house but she can go and work
in the fields.

There are two kinds of marriage a:nong GOl1ds,
viz., 1. KhajekllObra (marriage by negotiation) and
2. Peshiwatwal (marriage by capture). Marriage by
negotiation is mostly preferred. Marriage among the
Gonds is a very long ceremony with a chain of rituals,
animal sacrifices and series of feasts and 'drinks. The
expenditure on a marriage ceremony varies from Rs.1l00
to Rs. 1,500. Sometime'S PeshiwatH'al is favoured just
to avoid the huge expenscs of Khajeklwhra. Now undoubtly there is a conflict of ideas in the Gond community betwecn a conservative section \vhid, is fighting to
preserve even the minut.:: clements of their cuHurc in
spite of their economic inability to maintain them and
a radical section which is alert to the changes ~lnd feels
that they should cut short the ceremonial proceedings
of the marriage by minimising the number of sacrifices
and feasts. A brief description of the two types' ofmarriage is given below.

Barrenness

Khajekhobra

If a woman does not beget children she prays
End makes vows to God. Even after this, if there is

In the Khajekhobra (marriage by ncg('l1:nion),
always initiation comes from the boy's prent~. '\\!hen

Puberty
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the father of a boy bears about a girl acceptable to
his boy in all aspects, he visits the bride's village along
with the patel, Mahajan, Devari and the Panch. If the
village is new to the groom's father, he sends only the
patel, Mahajan and Devari. directly,"" egotiations are
not held witb the brj,,1 fatber. T11ey first go to tIle Mahajan or Patel of the village. In turn the Mahajan and
Patel of the bride's village consult the bride's father and
inform the willingness of tIle bride's party to the
groom's party. Then the groom's party leaves the
village. The party again comes to the bride's
village for a second time which is called KakkudoS'tvalor Maitadoswal. This time they directly go to
the bride's house in the early hours of morning, even
before sunrise. A peculiar custom is fo1lowed by the
Gonus on this occasion. They pierce a stick in the hut
of the bride as an indication of their arrival and start
cooking rice in front of the main entrance of the bride's
house. In the early morning, the bride's father sees the
pierced stick and the party. He jokingly asks about the
whereabouts of the party. After some pleasant gossip
and exchange of jokes. they fix a day for khaja or betrotbal ceremony. Meanwhile the bride is given bath and
turmeric is applied to her face. She is dressed in a new
saree given by the bridegroom's father. Kaderemita(an
ornament) is presented to bride which is worn on the
forearm. This negotiation ends with a feast given by
the brids's father.

For the third time the party visits the bride'S
village for the khaja ceremony. Just before starting for
klwjekhvbra the father of the groom raises a pandaI caHed rnandop before his house. He entertains the relatives
and Pardhans with feast caIIed AIandajevon. The mem_
bers of the groom's family, other relatives, Patel, Devari
and Mahajan followed by pardhans who beat the drums,
go to the vIllage carpenter's house who is asked to prepare two dolls of bamboo stick. The groom's father
gives some jowar and 5 paise to the carpenter and takes
the two dolls and goes back to his house. The entire
party excl uding the bridegroom goes to pochamma temple carrying the two dolls, turmeric, vermilion gulaf bukka (red powder), cocoanuts, Dhotrighadi (marriage clothes for groom and bride). goat or sheep or fowl. The
1)evari performs puja, keeps the dllOtrighadi on PochaIUma and dolls by the side of the goddess. An animal or
fowl is sacrificed in the name of Pochamma. The party
then goes to Akipen and performs puja with turmeric
and vermilion. On their return to their home, the groom
washes his feet and hands and pays respects to his eIders. The entire party moves to the village of the bride
carrying the following articles along with them.

1) Kumkurn
2) Gulal (red powder)
3) Five kltajjor (dried dates:

4) Sugar
5) Five beteJ nuts
6) One saree
7) A goat to feed the villagers
8) Two cocoanut halves, which are kept one Up-I
on the other and are tied with a thread and
9) Khade

They go to the Patel or Mahajan who informs the brlde's father about their arrival. The bride's party b
accommodated in a house called jOlle soron belonging
to the same Pari as that of the bridegroom's. If there.
is no house belonging to the same Pari as that of t~
bridegroom. they are accommodated at Jeast .in ~
house belonging to the same saga. After taking a
little rest, they go to the bride's house and exchan~
greetings with their customary words 'Ram. Ram~.
The groom's party does not eat in the bride's hous~
anything until the negotiations are finalised. The two
parties make detailed enquiries about each, other~
Saga and pari. After satisfying them sIeves with tht>
formalities, the bride is brought before the groom'-s.
party. She is given a saree, klzade, five betel nut~.
five khajjor. She wears the new saree and khadfi,
The head of the groom's village puts a little sugar into
the bride's mouth. The gulaf is sprinkled on all to sym.bolise the happiness and approval of all those who are
present. Both the parties either go to the liquor shop
or get liquor to the home. The expenses pn dril)king are borne by the groom's father as a mark of
solemnisation of the marriage. A person is asked tb
sit near the liquor pot to serve the liquor to all. Tlt.e
liquor serving person is called glzatiyal.
He fir~
serves the liquor to the fathers of the bridal paband then to all the others. The fathers should exchangt
their gi<lsses. The ghatyal takes his share in the last
Until he drinks his share, no body can get up from tile
gatherillg as it is considered very disgraceful. Before
taking the drink, they decide the paring, i.e., the nUIDber of sarees and money to be presented by the groom'.s
father. The number of sarecs will be the same as the
number of gods worshipped by the bride's pa~ty. IT
the girl is from Edwen Saga the members of which wo]'ship seven gods, the groom's father has to give sever;
sarees as a part of paring. The amount of mon~y wiD
be from Rs. 12 to 20. In addition to paring the groom's party has to give parikonda, i.c. , a cow or calf to.
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the bridc·3 ht11(;r. Also the ornaments to be presented
by the gl"Oo:Tl.'s party are discussed and decided.
Marriage
The \:enue of the marriage is the groom's place.
The mrrn-iage is celebrated usually for 3 days. Just a
~ay befc:rc t:1e marriage. the hride's party reaches the
groom'" vHhge along with their village Patel, Mahajan,
Devari: ~nd reiatives. On the outskirts of the groom's
\Imager if'ey stop their journey for a while and the briCe ani cldi:~'s wash their feet. Gunny cloth is spread
and tlie entire party is requested to sit for a while.
Meanwhile the groom's party consisting of all the elders
of the vitImsf: come to the outskirts to receive the
marriage- party. A member from the groom's party
carrie:; ~:. phte and another member of the same party
washes the hands of each one of bride's party in that
pIa teo Each one is supplied a leaf plate in which the
groom'S" father serves UlUng jawa prep:',red with jowar
and onions:.. Then beedies are supplied to all male
members. H is part of the marriage etiquette observed
by the groom's party to relieve the tiresomeness of the
bride'[;party. The bride's party is taken into ·village
and accommodated in a house belonging to the same
pari as that of the bride's party. This accommodation
is called jonesoron. Soon after the bride's party is settfed injuttCsoTon. pillars arc erected for the marriage at
groom'sresi..1ence (Figure 14). A pandal is also erected at
jonerOI'On. A ceremonial bath is given to the groom. Five
brass vessel:; f::re brought which are arranged in such a
way that th,'ce are kept in the east and two in the west.
These vesseI3 are ceremonially applied with turmeric
paste and 2. thread is wound five times aroLlnd the
vessel,," A wooden seat is arranged amidst the five ves!ilels (figure 15). Two big vessels containi!1g hot and
cold waBr respectively are kept on the e~stern side.
The groom followed by the tlzangen (a woman who
accompani;;:l the groom during the proceedings of
marri:J.ge; usually the elder brother's wife of the groom
ach::::-l thangen) comes out and pays his respects to
all tl:i<o elders and sits on the WOOdc;:1 [;C~\t. The wcm:::nfo!!, ~:ml)ndhim sing songs and bathe him 2p,)1yillg turmeric paste. This 1S called Utteda Sokmad. The thread
around the five vessels is taken out ul.1d turmeric root
with two parse and two tltoya green leaves is tied to the
thread which is then tied around the wrist of the groom.
Tying this ceremonirri thread is called Kankmldhohat.
::eremcniaf b["~h is called siroyar and in the evening
.ordim:ry (;~th £1' give~1 \\hieh is cUed ghadiyar. The
groomFs parfy presents a goat or fowl, rice or jowar
fJemr. Gulal (red rowdcr) ;]l1d turmeric ro"der. This
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presentation is called Paidhudi. The goat and rice are
relished on the final day by the bride's party. The father of the groom clips the Padal'ulakaphadi (marriage
dress worn by the bridal pair) in turmeric water and
dries it. The day's proceedings come to an end with a
feast given by the groom's party.
The first day's proceedings of the three days marriage start with the bath given to the groom and bride.
The bridal pair are taken to each house of the village
separately. At each house, they are received with jeers
and a potful of water is poured on the bride and groom.
As an expression of their cheerfulness, presents are
made in cash. Meanwhile marriage pandal is erected.
Even the cart carrying green leaves which are used in
covering the roof of the pandal is greeted with drums
and trumpets. This Ceremony is called KllOdimanda. The
central pole of the marriage booth is called munda and
/chodi (a wooden pole) is rested on the munda. They fix
a peg symbolising Bheemdev near the munda. This peg
withnode Oil th top is prepared by the Devari. He wraps
this peg in a cloth. This is carried by two children to
to the munda. On the second day Kumikumal ceremony
which can be identified with arivenikundalu of Hindu
marriage is performed. In the early hours of the morning, the maternal uncle and aunt (uncle's wife) of the
groom take bath and wear new clothes given by the
groom's father. They carry five small earthen wares called Karekopan and a big pot known as Paneduvvebuddi
to the marriage booth. Meanwhile the Devari cleans
the central place around munda and artistic designs with
vermilion and turmerrc are drawn. The Devari keeps five
small heaps of jowar three on the eastern side of the
munda and two on the western side over which earthen
pots arc placed (figure 16). A thread is wound round
five times over the pots by the couple. The big pot (Panediin'ebuddi) is filled with water and two bachelors one belonging to the same Saga of bride groom and
the other to a different Saga, carry the pot to the outskirts of the village. The five pots kept under the marriace booth are also carried by five married women to the
o~t sLirts of the village accommpanicd by drums and
trumpets. 1 he Devari places these four eanhcnwar;::s on
four sid:s and one in1hc miudle. The water in the panedU),l'ebuddi is poured into the five pots. He propitiates
the pets by offering cooked jowar and sweet bread. He
removes the thread over the pots and ties it to the wrists of th'.' couple. Again the women who carried the
pots take them back to ltiurriage booth and place them
in their original places. Then the entire party sits for
lunch. After lunch, the groom's party take padal'ttTa kapad; (marriage clothes) and the ornaments to be given
to the brid~ in a brass plate to jonfsol'on. These articles

Marriage booth
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of the groom
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Paneduvv1!p,pddi Ceremony
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are examined by the elders of the bride's party just to
confirrn whether they are in accordance with the agreement. Then the bride is dressed in marriage clothes and
bedecked vyith ornaments. The groom is also dressed in
new c1oth,~s. Basltikams arc ticd on the forehead of the
couple. Then the couple are taken to the oustkirts of the
villaf!e wbere t\Je ceremony of panedul'l'c is performed.
The ;~)uple pre" each other's leg and stand holding each
otbe;-'s hand. The couple are blessed by the elders present lhae b) sprinkling sacred rice on their heads. All
'I his Cermony is called Lagadeeng. Then the couple retllm to the marriage booth. Both the groom and the
bride are given bath using the water in the Karekopan.
They are :;eated near the mumla. Then Katoda gives the
marriage locket to the groom who ties it around the
neck of the bride before all the invitees. The elders
bIes!> them a happy and prosperous wedded life. The
groom's father presents paring to panchs (local elders)
and s~}S 'RamRam' (the way of greeting among Gonds),
The bride'" father comes forward and takes the paring
and greet the elders by saying 'Ram Ram'. The grandmother of the bride is honoured by the groom with the
presentation of new clothes. The couple are carried on
the shoulders of two persons and they play gulal. This
playing with gulal is called dande yehama. Then the
couple are taken into the house from marriage booth.
At tbl:': main door of the house, they are stopped by the
sisters l)f the groom who question them 'you want girl
or bo) '.". The .::oup]e must answer and give some presents
to him. Then only they are permited to go in. At this
time a tesl is clmduted to know whether the bride'slife
will be happy. A quantity of jowar which is previously
measured by the groom is kept at one place. The bride
now is asked to measure the same quantity with the
same measure and if the jowar measures a little more
this time, the bride's future life is expected to be prosper.ou-s, Otherwise her life may not be very happy.
ThlS test JS called perex kapamadu.
In the evening of the second day both the paL
ties go to the outskirts of village where ponedun'e is
performed. The two bachelors who carried the paneduI've buddi to this place now bring a chicken and keep
it in the pot which has opening on two sides. The pot
is placed in the middle of a bamboo and either side of
the bamboo is carried by the two boys. While the boys
jump with the bamboo on their shoulders, one must
take away the chicken. Then only the marriage party
can come home. The significance of this custom is not
known. After coming home, the bride is entrusted with
some of ttl..:: bousehold work. She is asked to applY turmeric to til;; groom and assist him in taking his "bath.
She has ',) worship the gods of her fathcr-in-law't-
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house. All the villagers present either cash or articles to
the couple. A delicious dinner is served to all. Throughout the night they enjoy dhemsa dance.
On the third and final day,pariyak is performed.
It is a jovial act in which both parties exchange jokes.
It is specially observed by womenfolk of both the parties. The number of girls participating in this padyak depends on the number of gods worshipped by each Saga.
Both the parties sit separately opposite to each other
and excahge jokes applying vermilion and gulal to one
another. In the evening a dinner called god jevun is
given to the villagers. In the following morning the
relatives move to their places.
Forcollsummatioll no special ceremony is observed.
Pesbiwatwal
Peshiwatwal (marriage by capture) is generally practised
by those who are too poor to bear the marriage expenditure of Kha,ifkhobra. Very often it is just a mockery
and purposefully adopted to avoid the heavy expenditure of marriage by negotiation. Some times force is
applied in this type of marriage. A man can marry a
woman of his choice irrespective of her willingness. If a
Gond woman's status is studied from this particular
aspect, one can say that she has absolutly no voice ~at
all in selecting the life partner. In peshiwatwal every
thing is pre-planned. The boy who wants to capture a
girl, bribes the Patel of the girl's village by giving Rs.5
to Rs. 10. He waits for an opportunity. When the
girl comes out alone or with some womenfolk on some
work, a group of boys who are the friends of the prospective bridegroom raid over the innocent womenfolk
and drag away the girl in spite of serious attempts of the
womenfolk to protect the girl. The raiding party
takes the girl to the groom's house and the marriage
ceremony is immediately started. Th~y do not wait for
the bride's parents to arrive after they are informed of
their daughter's capture by the women who accompanied the girl. Usually the bride's parents express their
reluctance to the alliance but some how they are reconciled by offering a little amount towards the paring.
The reverse of this type of marriage is known as Seerar Son Val, i.e. , marriage by intrusion. In this type
of marriage, a girl goes to the house of a man whom
she loves, stays there through out the night and forces
him to marry her. When she purposefully makes a night
halt, he ought to marry her soon. But this type of
marriage is very rare. In the village Marlavai, one
marriage by PeslJiwatwal took place recently. Sri Gangadhar, teacher of the Primary School, persuaded the grOl) m-g party to give up the idea of Pes/ziwafH'al and luci(lI~
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explained the disadvantages of marrying a girl forcibly.
Though the party agreed to all the points ofthe teacher.
they still favoured the marriage by capture solely due
to their inability to meet the expenditure of Kltajekobra.

feast is given to all the invitees. The rcm>irricd 'widow
is now allowed to rarticipate in reJigil)u,~ ceremonies

Widow remarriage

Divorce is granted both for man ~U\(.l ",,,';\;:\1 (,::1 the
grounds of stere1ity, adultery on lhc \Ii,oman·s part,
quarrelsome nature and impotency, etc, If the wnman
initiates the divorce, she has to give back ull the tlrnaments given by her husband. If S11C elopes with another man, her lover has to pay the bride price and
marriage expenses, as decided by the tribal elders, to the
legal husband. In the studied vilIages there is not even a
single case of divorce. Jt is undoubtedly due to tbe
strenuous efforts made by the tribal elders to reconcile the
quarrelsome couples and solve their grievances. According to the 1961 Census only 0.90% of the total Gonds
are divorced or separated. Marital ~tatus ofGDnds b
given in the following statement

Dh'orce

Widow remarriage is called pat and it is allowed among
Gouds subject to some conditions. The ramll (widow)
is permitted to marry her deceased husband's younger
brother. In case of bis refusal, she has to marry a
man whose wife divorces him or runs away. Also that
man must belong to the same Saga of her deceased husband. If lihe marries anyone otber than her husband's
younger brother, the children bom to her deceased
husband are handed over to her in-laws and all her
claimes over the deceased husband's property cease
with her remarriage. No elaborate procedure is followed during pat. A man ties the string of black beads
aro:';;ld the neck of the widow and a non-vegetarian
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Marital Status of Gonds According to 1961 Census
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The above statement presents the marital status of
Gonds by age group according· to 1961 Census. The
percer.tages of the above respective age groups to the
total are 40.50%, 44. 37% and 15.13% respectively. The
incidence of child marriage is high among the Gonds.
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The percentage of divorced is considerably lcs.~. The
following statement VIII shows the persentages or
different age groups corresponding to the Statement
VIT.
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The percentages of the different age groups are
<10.50, 44.37 and 15.13 respectively.
The percentages of columns 3 and 4 are related to
column 2. Rest of the percentages are calculated to the
respe(:tive total of columns 2, 3 and 4 of each age
group. At this juncture special mention may be
made regarding the occurrence of child marriage
among Gonds. Of all the Scheduled Tribes of Andhra
Pradesh, the custom of child marriage is more prevalent among the Gonds. The proportion of child marriage in the total Scheduled Tribes population is 1.72%.
Ifsex-wise break up is taken, its occurrence is 2.87%
among females and O.60S,;', among males. Among
Gonds, the custom of child marriage is a bit in active
swing; its prevalence being 4.11 % and it far exceeds
the State average. The glaring difference will be seen
when It is compared with other major tribes like
Chenchu (3.13%), Koya (1.00%), Yanadi (1.09%),
and Yerukulas (2.08%). When the sex-wise details are
studied its prevalence is 6. 54% among females and
1.69% among males. Now with their increasing
contact with plains people their culture is becoming
more and more sophisticated and this custom is slowly
fading away.
Death
Both cremation and burial are in practice. Unmarried and persons who die of epidemics are buried and
the rest are cremated. It is said that cremation is a
recent practice adopted from the plains people. At the
time of death, the Pradhan plays an important role.
Soon after a person dies, all his relatives are informed
and their arrival is awaited. The dead body is bathed
in hot water and wrapped in a white cloth.
All those
who are present on the occasion pour a little water in
the mouth of the dead and keep one or two paise on
the left side of the corpse, which will be taken by the
pradhan. Then a bier is prepared with bamboo sticks
and the corpse is kept on the bier which is carried away
by two persons belonging to the same saga of the
deceased and two other Gonds. The son of the deceased leads the funeral procession carrying fire in an
earthen plate followed by the bcatiJ'gs of drums and
trumpets. The corpse is stopped for a while on the out
skirts and the members belonging to his saga put some
jowar by the side of the deceased's head. The significance of it is not known. On reaching the grave yard,
the corpse is laid down on the pyre keeping the head
towards the south. The members of Nalwcn Saga
keep the head towards west. Then the chief mourner

lits the pyre. In the case of burial, the c1iiefn}{:~lrne:
first puts a little earth on the corpse and he is followed
by the otha attendant!'.. The wife of the deceased
follows the corpse to the burial ground and removes the
marriage locket and bangles which are kept on .the
corpse. The pradhan is given on this day Kan or.
mayurdan which consists of a brass plate, a pot, pa<ldy.
a pair of clothes worn by the deceased, a e0W . and
Rs. 10. Since the majJurdrlll involyes heavy expcfJt:i-:
ture Gonds arc slowly avoiding the custom of inviting
the pradhan. On the second day, pitrang (ohequic5)
are performed. Pitrang consists of a series of rituals
performed in the name of the deceased. A wooden pole
is fixed in front of the decczsed's house. A gent is tied
to the wooden pole and one person be10IIgirg to tIllS
Saga other than that of deceased's Saga watches the
goat. He is caUed Soriyal. Mohua flowers are soaked·
in water and these flowers are held by two· persons- !
one person belonging to the deceased's Saga. imd, otLer
to a different Saga. These two persons are called
Kaladi. Each one givcs a paisa to Kalad! ar!d takes
one mohua flower. They fold the molzua flower in a
cup shape and a little water is put into the cup
shaped molma. The cups with water are Jeft at the
wooden pole. Also each one throws a paisa at thB
bamboo. Another paisa is waved round the goat and
given to the pradhan by each one. All these. paise
collected on this occasion are given to the pradt·an. AD
this time the Pradhan sings and plays on the Kinkrl.
Then the goat is sacrificed and its flesh is cooked. They
take some of the cooked meat and go to a place calk
'Korumara' where ippa tree is found. They carry
along with them two pots, a fowl, rice, cooked rice
and curry. They assemble under the S,i]~ge of an ippa
tree and kill the fowl. The fowl is cooked i'n one pot and
the rice in another pot. Among the asselT)bled relatives.
each Saga sits separately and they. e.at all the cooked
items except the rice cooked under the tree. Throughout the night on that day, the pradhan ,sirgs the story
of the past playing on his Kinkri and eyery one Jjsten.~
to him. On the third day all the relatives depart without
informing the bereaved family. No periodical ccrt>
monies are obscrved. In the month of Kartika (October-November), people of each Saga meet separately
and kill a goat and eat it in the name of the deJ)nted
members of the family.

a

Religion

The religion of Goods is animistic and tl1\;lr re!igion centres round the Supreme God known as Pcrsa·
pen. Their religion is full of beliefs and ritlJals dis-playing their implicit faith in the Supreme Power d
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Persapell. Gond religion propagates communal \\orand they neither have the household deities nor
t~,ey believe in individual worship. There ,\fill be only
Qne persapen for an entire clan at one place and all the
clan people assemble there for worship. The priest
who is authorised to \\'orship Persapen is called Kf)!oda
and there wtll be a separate priest for each clan. The
Persapen of Todasam clan is sit uated at Mankapur, for
Atram clal: at Sita G"ndi, for Kanaka clan at Bhutnur
and for Mesmm at Keslapur. The emblem of Persapen
. is without llt:y human shape. It consists of a bamboo
'haft with iln iron spearhead on the top. The bamboo
shaft is knowll as Katlri and spear-head is known as
Salle. To this spear-headed bamboo shaft, chauwut is
tied. . Chauwur is the whisk of the wild cow secured in
fhe jurtgle.'iI of Chanda and Nagpur. This bamboo
maft should have as many nodes as the number of
Gods worshipped by each Saga. This Persapen is enclosed in an earthen pot, the mouth of which is closed
. by a bamboo basket and it is hung on a gulmohua
tree. No woman is allowed to cast a glance at this
~crcd pot. At the time of the Persapen festival, the
Katod'a propitiates the god and brings the sacred pot
to the outskirts of the village whre the great G,)d is
worshipped wHh great veneration.

Rakshasa to worship Persapen.

;~ip

DUling the field ~tudy an intert:sting .>tory was
narrated by the Gonds.
According to this, some
identify Persapen with Lord Si va. The chauwuf of the
Persa pen is Identified with the jalas (matted locks of
· bair) of Siva, Salle is supposed to signify the trisul
of Siva. The story which narrates reasons fOf Persapen
'attaining tbe present peculiar form is kno\yn to very
· few Gonds. Once there was a Gond king who ruled
over his Kingdom very successfully. He was a sta LInch
devotee of Lord Siva. After some time he died. His
queen Inberited not only hi" kingdom but also his
devotion to Lord Siva. She regularly worshipped Siva
and offered alms to the poor. She was a mighty ruler
and defeated all the neighbouring rulers. There was a
Rakshasa king who had cast a grievous eye on the
Queen. Lord Siva appeared to the queen in a vision
and informed about the impending invasion of her
kingdom by the Rakshasa. The queen who "l-vanted to
prevent the bloodshed, inunediatley renounced the
· worldly life and sought refuge in a cave worshipping
Siva. The Rakshasa occupied Lhe kingdom and ruled
very violently. He was against the worship or Lord
Siva. The Gonds who were devotedl) attach(;d III Siva
played Ii trick 011 the Rakshasil. They changed (he
shape of Siva J.nd com inced the Ralk"ha~,! [';:\1 it \\ as
a differt!nt God and thus obtailll'd tre perr s o_iC'l1 l,rtlle

Gonds also worship the tutelary deities like Bheem
Dev, Hanuman, Avval Pen, Akipell and Sattipen.
Deity Bheem Dev has no shape and is situated to the
west of the village. In every village there will be one
Hanuman temple where worship by all is permitted.
Nandi (bull) is kept always just before the idol of
Hanuman. Monday and Saturday are considered
important for the worship of Hanuman. Akipen is
the village deity which is found in every village and it
is situated in the midst of the village (figure 17). It is
to be worshipped by Devari. Avvalpen is also worshipped collectively by all the villagers. Wherever Persapen is found, one can see Sattipen in a nearby hut.
During the Persapen festival Sattipen is also brought
and bathed in a nearby stream and wNshipped.
The temple of Gond deities does not require any
special construction. The idol is simply put under a
tree and a long bamboo pole is planted besides the
deity. This pole bears a flag of white or red cloth on
top of it. One can easily know where a deity is situated on seeing the flying flag even from a distance.
The Gonds openly accept that the sacrifice of animals
would please their deities. It is said that in the bygone
days headchopping was a common practice. There are
two priests -- J) Katoda to worship Persapen and
2) Devari to worship the tutelary deities - in the Gond
religion. These two posts are hereditary in nature and
only in exceptional cases like violation of the prescribed
codes or failure in the proper discharge of duties, these
duties are entrusted to new persons.
Beliefs and Superstitions
Among Gonds a husband never reveals the name
of his wife lest she may die immediately. While going
on some important b'Jsiness, one should not come
across a cat. or a woman carrying empty pot or a
hundle of firewood or a man having bald head without
wearing pataka or a woman with loose and hanging
hair. Coming across a co Vi or a woman carrying
cooked 0f unccoked jowar is considered as auspicious.
:Festivals
The calendar of Gond& includes a number of
festivals. Before describing their festivals with reference to their calendar, the months ill the Gond;
calendar are give", bcJo\'. wit1' th~ eqlJivalents in Telugu
and English.

Akipcn
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In the mor.th of Chaitra, as a mark of welcome to
the new year they sacrifice a goat in the name of the
jungle deity and the meat is relished by all. In this
month Avval pen is also worshipped. This deity is
locally known as pochamma and is supposed to be the
deity of epidemics.

In the month of Bha~'e, Bheemdev festival is
observed. The image of the deity is in the shape of a
stone and it is kept under the neem tree. On a convenient day fixed by the elders of the village, all households prepare vegetarian dishes and offer them to the
God"
Orl the ;lew moon day of Bltave, Persapen festival
is observed with great inspiration. A detailed description of this important festival as personally witnessed
by the Investigators during the Survey of Bhurnur
village is given below.
" it was April 29th, 1960 in the Gond habitation
of Tosham village. The stillness of the night was
pierced by the roar of drums, the wail of Thotis'
trumpets at the first crow of the cock. The men of
Sedamaki clan of that village and few other villagers
had already assembled in front of the Patel's house by
that time,. The clan Katoda (priest) who lives in another village had also arrived the p levious nigh t.
Green leaf shelters were erected in front of the Patel's
house as well as on the outskirts.

Then the procession accompanied by the drums
and trumpets started to a gulmohua tree on which the
Persapen containing the shrines was kept hidden. After
reaching the tree the Katoda propitiated the trunk of
tbe tree by applying marks of vermilion and turmeric
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March-April
April-May
May-June
June-July
July-August
August-September
September-October
October-Novemb.!r
November-December
December-January
January-February
February-March

powder and a cocoanut was offered. Then the Katoda
along with two other Gonds climbed the tree while
others stood in a semi-circular form with folded hands.
The Katoda, with the help of ropes, brought down the
great pot containing the ritual objects. They danced
holding the pot. The pot containing the ritual objects
was lifted by a Gond on his shoulder and brought to a
pandal of a green leaves erected on the outskirts of tht:
village accompanied by drums and trumpets in a
procession. It was then placed over a bianket. Fresh
water which had already been brought in brass vessels
is kept ready for giving bath.
The Katoda then opened the pot with gr,at veneration and took out the sacred white chauwar (whisk)
the salle (spear-head), a set of four beils, a bamboo
shaft having four nodes, white cloth pieces and several
other objects. He first washed the whisk. Four sman
brass vessels filled with water, cow's urine, cow's millk
and oil were brought. The Katoda and others poured
water each in turn, over the whisk and then combed
with their fingers, rubbed it energetically till it dried
up, lastly oil was brought in a leaf-cup and applied
carefully to the hair and then all the rema;ning ritual
objects of Persapen washed.
The Katoda and the men of Scdamaki Saga then
took out the other sacred objects from the pot. A
small piece of white cloth and a lengthy twine were tied
round to the head of the bamboo shafts of four nodes.
The brass bells were tied tightly to the head of the
bamboo and tben tbe Katoda picked up the sacred
spear-head.
The shrine was then ready. for tlie ceremoniel!.
Katoda planted the bamboo firmly in the greuDo.

" In the Village Survey Monograph on Ehurnur (Census of India, 1961, Volume II. A. p, . Part VI - Village Smvey
J"FcflOr,'!l!.1bs Serial N0. 4f-P. 39) it is

n0ted as 'Denadi'. It m:>y be due to the variati('fl in prnnntl",;:iation
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while men and boys quickly grouped themselves into a
semi-circle. The two large heavy headed sprears were
brought from patel's house and erected besides the
Persapen idol. Then Thotis started beating the drums
and trumpets. All the rites were completed at about
120' clock. People of Sedamaki clan from other
villages poured in to offer respects to Persapcn. The
women were busy from the morning in cleaning the
houses and preparing food. Arrangements for the stay
of outsiders were made.
The Katoda then went up to the idol and with a
single movement picked up the bamboo from the
ground while two others shouldered the large spearheads and other objects were picked up by some others·
The people who gathered there stood quickly in a
semi-circle greeting each other with the words 'Ram
Ram'. The Katoda solemnly moved from man to man
and softly shook the idol so, that the brass bells
jingled incessantly and they saluted with folded hands
and some also bowed down and touched the feet of
Katoda. Thereafter the procession started for the
village. Young men and boys danced before the idol
at intervals while the drum'> and the trumpets were
being continuously sounded.
At last the Pc:rsa?~::1 e:1tered the v:l!:lze and visited
all the village deities i.e. , Aki pen, Avulpen. Satti pen
and other minor deities. The idol was then taken round
the cattle sheds, where the owners waited with water and
atukulu(beaten rice). From here the procession went to the
stream where cattle usually drink and the drinking water
wells of their habitation, etc. , and ultimately it reached
the: Patel's house. Here the Persapen was planted on the
ground and the large spear-heads were set up on either
side of the idol.
Sedamaki clan women dressed in their best in
brightly coloured sarees a11d bedecked with all their
sparkling silver ornaments and their hair shampooed,
oiled and nicely done up awaited the arrival of Per sa pen.
The courtyard was packed to its capacity with the men
and women of Sedamaki clan.
The other clan
people who were the spectators sat separately. The
Katoda cleared :I bit of ground before the idol and he
marked parallel cross lines with turmeric powder and
offered a cocoanut. Kotada's wife then came to the idol
and poured water .from a small brass vessel over the
base of the idols and the handles of spears and offered
prayers. All the women present offered salutations and
sang songs in memory of Perasapen and their culture
hero Pahandi Cupar Lingal. Womenfolk came one by
()ne and poured water near the base of idol and bowed

down touching the ground with their }orehcads. The
newly married women ofSedamaki clan speciaJy offered
their salutations. While leaving the place every worshipper paid a coin according to his status to the Thoti
Patadi (ritual beggar). After finishing this, the idol was
taken into the house of the Patel where a new pot full of
freshly made millet gruel was kept ready in the corner
of the kitchen. The Katoda dipped the ends of ChaUlvur
allowing the liquid to drip into the fold of Patel's
upper cloth who bowed with folded hands and prayed
Persapen for success and wealth. Similarly one member
from each house, man or woman in tum held up tbe
end of the dhoti or saree and received the gnlcl and
prayed the Persapen for their prosperity. On return to
their houses they smeared it on all their grain and
store baskets, etc. Food was also offered to the idol by
some worshippers. Some men and women danced the
dhemsa for a while. All these ceremonies were completed
by sunset and the people dispersed to have the5{ meal.
Throughout the night they were busy in dancing
and merry making. At about 4 0' clock in the morning, the Persa pen was taken in a procession to a
nearby stream in the forest where it was washed and
brought badk by 8 O' clock in the morning. The idol
was installed in the green leaves' shed erected outside
the village for sacrificial ceremony.
Before the main rites of the day began the Katoda
propitiated the God by sacrificing a chicken brought
by himself and cut into half. One portion was retained
by himself and the other was given to the ritual beggar.
the Patadi. Irrespective of clan and phratry, offerings
of some rice, jowar, flour, were handed to the Katoda·
Chickens were also sacrificed. Katoda applied bottu
or mark on the foreheads of the goats brought for
sacrifice. He sprinkled water on them to shake their
bodies before they were considered acceptable to the
deity. With the sprinkling of water they naturally shivered and were then sacrified. The severed hands were
kept before the idols of Per sa Pen and the remaining
portion of the body was taken away. All these offerings thus received were cooked and eaten by thl.!
members gathered. As the women were not aHO",Ncci
to participate in this ccrmony they gathered at Satti
shrine and sacrificed one goat and cooked it separately.
Then follo\\'cd the evening ceremony. After the
feast, while all the people stood in a semi-circle. the
Katoda took the idol to each who embrac:d it, paid
homages and prayed for prosperity. Then all the symbols were separated and kept in the pot and tried in
the same manner as they were brought and reserved 0n
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t he same gulmohua tree. They returned to the village
and spent the entire night in merry making. On the
third day, all the people who came from other villages
started returning, paying something to Thotis according
to their status. Thus ended the Parsa Pcn rites of Sed amaki clan of Na1wen Saga.

The wom~n in menses inchiding the other members
of her hOl!<;e arc prohibited to take part in the rites of
this great f~stival."
Rain God is worshipped In the month of Dhud
Bhave. For this they need not go to any deity and
perform puja. They simpJy prepare vegetarian dishes and enjoy the meal. In the evening two boys carry
a pestle on their shoulders and a frog is hung on t11is
pestle. They go to each household where members of
each household pour water on the frog. The two boys
are followed by a large crowd of young ones. Gonds
belive that this ritual pleases the God of the Rain who
wiI! bless them with timely and adequate rains.
Gonds observe Rajula festival in the month of
Akhadi for the well being of their cattle. All men
including children go to the forest with their cattle and
sacrifice a goat to the deity Rajula. . They also carry
with them a sweet pr~paration kheer and distribute it
to all. They give a little kheer to the cattle also. On
this day the cattle are left free in the forest without the
herdsman. They observ::: whether all the cattle return
to the household safely. Their belief underlying this
observation is that if any of their cattle happens
to be a prey to the wild animals of the jungle on the
Rajula festival day, the menace will be repeated through
out the year. If this is averted on this day by app~as·
ing Rajula deity otherwise known as Nagoba deity who is
in charge of the entire forest and protects the cattle from
the wrath of tigers and other wild animals, their cattle
are expected to be safe throughout the year.
Another festival observed for th~ well being of the
cattle is Pora on the new moon day of Sravan, They
decorate the bullocks with jhlJls (embroidered saddle
like thing) and they are takcn around the deity
Hanuman. Then these decorated bullocks are taken
round the village. Gonds observe Dasara in Devadi.
They observe it on a particular day which falls 10
days after the new moon day. On this day they worship deity Mosaba and the image of this deity consists
of a triangular shaped stone situated on the out skirts
of the village. The observance of Dasara among
Gonds does not carry the same significance as it does
among the Hindus. They simply prepare sumptuous

meal according to their economic condition and enjoy
it.
The festival of Divali is greeted with ren~wed
spirit and ardent zeal. Because the active young folk
start the dance of Dandasi five or six days before
the festival and elid it two days after the Divali festival.
Of all the festivals, the festival activities of Divali
break the duliness of regular routine and' spread a
fresh air of new interest in life. This is the ·festival in
which old, young an:1 cltildren alike participate with
equal zeal and zest. A detailed description of the Dandasi
dance is given later on. On the Divali day they decorate
the cattle by applying turmeric on their foreheads. In
the evening they wash the feet of the cattle and f~e~
with dishes prepared in the household along wita the
grass and hay~
In the month of' Karthi, a festival known' as
Pithru is observed on the new moon day in the narre
of the departed. The members of a particular Saga
wiII assemble at one place and prepare specIal dishes
in the nam~ of th~ departed and til:! m :a! is enjoyed
collectively.
Keslapur Jatara

Thisjatarais rdigious in its origin and even,ilOW
it continues to be a religious gathering. ,But .its im-'
pact on the Gonds is so much that any accpunt -of the
cultural life of the Gonds is i,ncomp!ete without the
inclusion of the Keslapur jatara (fair). Keslapur is:3
village located in Utnur taluk of Adi!abad District.
At Keslapur this fair is held, annualy in the ,month of
pusJ. on new moon day. On this day worship pf
Seshanag or Nagoba (the serpent God). is performed
with great splendour and grandeur. Not,all,are authorised to worship Nagoba. Only Mesram clan people of
Edwensaga are entitled to worship. previously.i.e., nearly
two decades ago, only Mesram clan used to gather for
the religious function. The immense faith in God
Nagoba and the m3.rketing facilities attracted the other
clans of the Gond community. In course of time, it
attracted the people from far and near irrespective. of
creed, cllste or tribe. Now the fair has become multifarious and is indicative of the social change. An extract of the legend relating to the origin of this fair
from the village Survey Monograph of Bhurnur
(pp. 42~44) is given here.
"According to the version of Mesram Chitru, a
Gond of Kes]apur, the legend (though lackipg continuity) runs thus Bourmachwa, identified with the pf(Sel~t
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Kesl2.pl'l was probably named after a daman tree.

Ke!:la is

Gondi word meaning the handle of an axe
and this is generally made of dam an wood. Thus the
word Keslapur might have come into vogue. There
lived a Raja of Jajkial with his wife Rukdevi and their
son, Wordev. and daughter-in-law, Sondevi. The latter
coupJe were blessed with seven sons and their State was
prosperous. When they were in childhood a great
disease ravaged the Ian d and aU the inhabitants except
, these S~Vtil small children were killed. They decided
to leave the deserted village to eke out their livelihood.
So they set out and reached the seven cattle sheds of a
village latein the evening. As it was growing dark
they took shelter in one of the cattle sheds. There was
onc tigr,,-ss which was every night breaking into one of
the cattle sheds and killing the buUs and cows. But
on that nlght nothing happcnd and all the cattle were
safe. The owners of the cattle sheds were pleased and
· adopted these children. They lived there for twelve
years learning to herd the cattle. These seven brothers
• then returned to Bourmachwa along with heards of
cattle to settle once again ill their motherland.
5

The elder brother married the daughter of Shakatj
Raja who was their mother's brother. After living
bappiIy for some years, she determined to take revenge
by killing ali of them for the disrespect they were said
· to. havt~ shown to her father. One day she asked her
husban(l to take her to her father. When they both
reached the midst of the forest, atl of a sudden she
, turned into a tigress and devoured him. After a few
· days, she alone returned to the six brothers and told
· them that her husband was staying with her father. As
- the days; passed and the elder one failed to return, the
next brother went in search, followed by her. In the
- forest she again turned into a tigress and killed him and
so. it was continued until the youngest bwther was left.
· The youngest one who also went out in search of the
elder ones. accompanied by her found out the truth.
He prayed the Seshnag who gave him shelter in the earth
. before tht: tigress could kill. There sprout up one
mango plant which grew rapidly and bore fruits. In
Pll~ of the fruits th<:re wa~ life ofthis bDY, That fruit
was picked up by a crow and was thrown into a tank
and was swallowed by a fish. At that time a poor
woma.n went for fishing and got that particular fish.
When she cut it a boy came out who grew up as rapidly
all she became rich.
t.1eanwhilc CJ.'; S~) called gisler~itl-law married one
Raja Soyam. Coming to know of the birth of this boy
in a poor fisher-woman's hO!ls~, she planned to kill him

but in yain. At last the boy disclosed all about n(;:r
former misd!eds to her former husband who banished
her from his kingdom. Then he returned
his native
village, Baurmachwa and lived there. He was blessed
with plenty and married two daughters of different
Rajas and lived happily.

to

Once he invited all of his relatives and all went to
the sea to worship Raja Shesh (Serpent-God). He went
to the great house of Raja Shesh to bring the God.
The God was absent. He entered the shrine against the
will of the guard and saw g0lden pan-leaves hanging
from the throne of the Sheshnag and plucked seven of
them and came out. Then all of them returned to
Bourmach wa throwing the coocked food in the sea
taken by them since they could not worship the Shesh
nag.
The Raja Shesh returned and became angry at his
uncivilised behaviour and started in the form of an
enormous cobra with the intension of killing him and
destroying all his people. He came to the boundaries
ofBourmachwa (the present Keslapur) and opened his
mouth widely to swallow all the people. When this
was known, all the people came with milk, curds and
delicious dishes and poured them in the mouth
of the Serpent-God and worshipped. The God was
much pleased and became sympathetic. Then this boy
told the Serpent-God that they all came to the Sea to
worship him. The present place of worship at Keslapur is considered to be the same place where the
Serpent-God was first worshipped on thcPushya Amavasya (December-January). Then the God advised
them all to worship him there alone on every Pu~hya
Amavasya (December-January). Even to this day, the
Mesram clan people of Edwen Saga of Adilabad district gather on Pushya Amavasya and worship the
Serpent-God (Seshnag) and offer milk. curds, etc."
The Mcsram clan people arrive at Keslapur early a
day prior to the jatara. They assemble under a banyan
tree temporarily. Especially the wome.n who are married
to Mesram clan members, are particularly required to
worship Nagoba so their ritual unity with the clan is
recognised. On the clay of ,IafaTa. they prepare sweet
dishes and offer them to Nagoba along with curds ami
milk. All these offerings are kept near a hole in which
the God Nagoba is supposed to reside and a white cloth
is wrapped over it. They strongly believe that Nagoba
would come out of the hole and taste the offerings. This
they consider, can be observed by the moment of the
cloth. All the clans rfe,cnt~d there gather s~p:}r:;.\e1y
and sacrifice goat~,

Musical instruments
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Prof Haimendorf, eminent Anthropologist and
Adviser:u tribal welfare to the former Hyd::r::.!)ad
Governm"ut carefully studied the situation and thought
that this religious situation could be utilised for the
tribal emancipation and welfare. He thought that a
bridge was to be set up between the tribals and the
responsible Government officers in order to establish a
clear un.dec51anding betwl!en the two entities by which
the maximum co-operation from the side of tribals
could be expected to the welfare schemes sponsored by
00vernm::nt. He found out that bridge in the shape
of a darba,. where the tribal elders and Government
officials directly meet, discuss their problems and seek
the solutions in view of the general interest of the tribals. Ev.::n today the darbar is arrang~d on the next
day of ~agoba wor:ihip and populrur personalities are
invited to preside over the darbor. The Collector of
Adilabad district and the heads of other departments
of the district attend the darbar. The proceedings of
the damar are ably conducted by the Social Welfare
Officer. During the session of the darbar, any tribal
dm question about or criticise the activities either of the
Government or of a particular individual or party. In
short the darbar is a place where the grievances of the
tribals are ventilated. Many other points of interest
are included in the jatara which in fact enhanced the
attraction of the fair. Interestin~ cultural programmes
are organised. Film shows are arranged with no
admission fee. Tribal dances add to the colourful
scene of the jatara; tribal dramas are items of special
interest to the tril?al youth. Another impOrtant feature
of the jatara by which the tribals are fundamentally
benefited, is the distribution of the pattas to some individuals every year. Everyone of the tribals irrespective
of the age and sex is delighted by the jatara. The
old generation thoughtfully looks into its past and views
recent alterations with a practical outlook. Changes
made with due respect to the traditions are accepted
without resentment. The cheerful countenances of the
tribal women add to the beauty of the fair., They patiently persuade their husbands rather demand sometimes,
to buy the varied ornaments and attractive and colourful clothes. It is a fairy world of happiness for children.
In short Keslapur fair is kaleidoscopic-it maintains the
religious tradition of worshipping god Nagoba; it provides a scene for social change where· all tribals meet
and exchange their views; it is an ideal centre of
Adilabad tribals and the darbar gives an opportunity
for ventilating their grievances; finally it is a recreational centre where the talent of the tribals finds expression.
At preseat there is a feeling among some Gonds that
the darbar has become a nominal gathering and nothing
is achieved. out of it.
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Dances
For Gonds dancing is not only recreational but it
also carries some sanctity.
They dance on every
festival occasion. Not a few hours but the whole night
is spent in dancing. There are two types of dances
known as dlzandari and dlzemsa which are performed
on particular occasions only.

Dhandari
The entire village lives to the echoes of gumela
(songs sung at the time of Dhandari) and their feet and
heart equally dance to the tune of the songs. One feels
that even nature is specially beautified as if to form a
dais to the daneing troupe. After the heavy rains of
August-September the whole nature is garbed in fresh
greenery and looks like an emerald carpet. It is a leisure
period for the agriculturists which helps them to rejoice
the occasion more freely. It is told that this dance is begun
just a week before Divali festival in the month of Devadi
(September-October). ,.Before starting the dance.
they arrange all the musical instruments on a white
cloth. and venerate the deity of Dhandari for the successful playing of drums and trumpets. The following
musical instruments (Figure 18) are used during the
Dhandari dance.

1 Dappu

A shallow drum with a circular wooden frame and
hide membrane.

2

Dlzol

Wooden cylindrical drum
with hide membrane.

3

Khalikltom

A semi-circular brass instrument blown by the mouth~

4

Kingri

A stringed instrament which
is played only by Pradhans.

5

Ghumela

A drum 'with a flask-shaped
body of potter's clay and
a membrane of goat's head.

6 Pepri

Shahanai.

7 Phara

A

hollow wooden instrument sloping on two sides
with a bulge in the middle
and thiek hide membrane
on the two ends. It is ~a
ten with two hands.
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8

Nagar

Iron kettle drum
hide membrane.

with a

9

Wette

It is a saucer shaped single
membrane drum.

Mos~ of tiles;: instrum.::ats arc poss;,:ssed by the
pateL One or two of .;1<.:;n arc also owned by oIher
individuals. The dhandari group consists of about 20
persons dressed in dllOti and kurtha (long shirt). The
group is led by two to three gusaris. The dance is started five or six days before Divali. Th~ first day is
called Magi. On this day all househalds prepare special dishes and offer them to God.
The gusaris are
applied colour and wear gusari topi (feather crown
made of p:.:acock feathers). These colours are very fast
and gusari do not wear any clothes except a strip of
doth just to cover the nudity (Figure 19). Gusaris do
not take bath till the last day which is called Ko/abadi,
Jest the colours should fade away. All these days
gllsaris must take their meal from one plate. Dandari
party will be completely under the control of gusaris.
Disobedience 011 the part of any J1i.;?mber is met with
severe punishment. During this period, one dancing
party visits the other village and vice versa and they are
cordially welcomed by the Village Patel. At the time
·of dance, dandari group stands in a circle and go
round and round with rythmic steps to the tune of
gUll/cIa and sounds of musical instruments. Gusari
walks around the dalldari holding kola (coloured stick).
The steps of gusari are joking and create laughter in
the audience. Occassional boisterous out-roar by the
dancers is very common in the dancing. In order to
get ecstasy the dancing party drinks well. One of the
gumela songs sung at the time of dal1dari dance is as
follows:

"Chachoini koon cbahoi, Muchari Veri l11111apa
Badu Pendun Moktiro, Vai PapaJaJa,
Dhartri matan bhaktivo, yekakobai
Badu Pendun Mokttro, Vai PapaJala,
Naten aV\'an bhaktivo, yekakobai.
Badu Pendun moktiro, Vai PapalaJa,
Aki Pendlln bhaktivo, yekakobai
Badu Pendun moktiro, Vai PapalaJa,
langu baien bhaktivo Yekakobai,
Badu Pendun moktiro, Vai PapalaJa,
Persa Penda bhaktivo Yekakobai."

The meaning of the above song is that a grand

m otber asks her grandson - "Dear, you sing thrice

chachoi, chahoi till the dusk. What gods are you in~
vokL;g?". Then the grand son ans'.vers "I invoke the
the goddess vf earth first and then Avval Pen, Aki;;en,
Jangl,b<li and P:Lap:.;n··. On th, oay of Ku!abodi,
gusaris collect al'ati froUl tile households of the vil ;age.
Al'ati C01~jS~.)t~~ uf 3. pJat ~ cvn:a::~-;1g jo\var, SO~l: ~~ ;::;e,
vermilion anu:1 lighted ~v;i8. Tn the a[lern )-'] they
go to G0d Che:1(;hi B'l;;:lU.~ and pay their ,'. '." :s.
After this, gusari wili [Uk;,:: oif their gllsCl'i [,JjJi ::ud
wa~h off aU colo ',Irs in lh'~ ,1;arby strnm.
T:L: jowar
collected in the arati is cooked and e:ljoy.::d by ~:1:;11.
Dhe11lsa Dance

This can be performed at any time ana It Imposes
no restrictions. Especially at the, time of death and
marriage, this dance is performed throughout the night.
During thii; dance dlJo/ and peprt are play~d hy the
Pradhans. The following is the julva -- one of the
songs sung at the time of dllemsa dance.
Maral hatoom dakatc yedada. marata hatoom d:lh\!~
Bayenku batal vllkat'~ yedada, bclyenkll bato I \ lIkate;:
Bayenku dikidi vukate ycJaua, bayenku dlkidi nlkate
Ba)cnku bulaJ vukate yedada, baycnkll batal vlIkatc
Baycnku chori vukate yedada, bayenku chori vuk:lt~
Bayenku batal vukate yeddda, bayenku baud VLTkutc
Dayenku sela vukate yedada, bayc~lku sela vu:(ate

Two brothers go to the shandy and there they discuss
"what should we buy for O~lr sister?" They decided
to buy a saree, jacket and a scla (blanket) in the
shandy.
Inter-Community Relationship and Tribal Hierachy
Gon<;ls are calm going and a friendly type. They
neither maintain hostility nor follow strict aloofness
from other communities. But they are ethno-centric
and always feel superior to all castes and tribes. The
relationship between Gonds and Pradhans is interesting.
Though the Gonds depend on pradhans for ritual
operations at the time of death, they do not touch
pradhans. Gonds have to approach Pradhans whenever a death occurs in their home and whenever they
want to hear their mythology. The relationship between these two tribes is symbiotic in the sense just as
Gonds require the presence of Pradhans at the above
mentioned occasioe.s, so also Pradhans need their help
which they receive in the form of either kind or cash.
Gond gods can be touched by pradbans but Gonds do
not enter the house of Pradhans. Also they do not
accept food from Pradhans,Thotis, Naikpods.Mathuras,

Gusaris in movement
Dhandari dance is performed just a week before Divali festival.
Gusaris who take main part in Dll'lndari dance do not wear clothes
except a strip of cloth and they are applied very fast colours. Here
Gusal'is are seen wearing dhotis because it was exhibited at the earnest
request of the investigators of Census Office during the month of
January when the tribe was surveyed.
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whenever any outsider approaches them, they remind
the name of Haimendorf and praise his affection for
the tribals.
In the year

19~8,

the Tribal Areas Regulation 1359

. Fasli (No. III of 1359 F) was formulated to safeguard
the interests of the tribals from the exploiters by establishing direct CO:1tact with the tribals and solving
their problems with reference to their social background.
According to this Regulation, the administration of criminal, civil and revenue matters was looked after by an
Agent, Assistant Agent and Tribal Panchayats. The
Oistrict Collector was the Agent and the Social Service
Officer was the Assistant Agent. Though the Tribal
I?anchayats were formed under this Act, the working
force of the traditional panchayats was by no means
affected. Some villages were grouped to form one Panchayat and the members were nominated by the Government. Utnur Taluk which is a notified area included
three Tribal Panchayats. Aggrieved parties used to
go to the concerned Tribal Panchayat of their village
to solve their problems. When theywere not satisfied
with the judgement given by the TribafPanchayat, they
used to approach Assistant Agent or Agent. The tribal
Panchayat could impose a fine upto Rs. 50. These
tribal panchayats were abolished from January 1964,
after the formation of new Panchayats under the general ~chemeofPanchayati Raj.
Ameliorative activities specially meant for Gonds
The Government of erstwhile Hyderabad thought
of aboriginal rehabilitation in 1943 and started the
programme with the appointment of Special Tribes
Officer for Adilabad. *The following aims were to be
achieved in order to rehabilitate the aboriginal Gonds.

"1. The notification of an area in Adilabad District where aboriginals (Le., Gonds, Pardhans, Kolams
and Naikpods) were to be granted patta-rights free of
premium for a maximum of 25 acres of dry land. The
allotment of land to aboriginals under this scheme was
(0 be completed within ten years.
2. The inauguration of a Gond liducation
SCheme which provided for the training of Gonds as
teachers and the establishment of schools with Gondi as
the medium of instructi@n".
The allotment of land to tribals of Adilabad was
begun in 1944 and by 1948, an extent of 1,30,000 acres

was given on patta under Special Loan Rulee. By 1952'
nearly 50% of the Gonds of Adilabad were given pa.lta
rights on their holdings.
Regarding the education of Gonds, a training
centre was established at Marlavai. Gondi was o'1ly
a spoken dialect and the authorities thought that
they could not create interest in young Gauds, .if t~ey
were taught in a different language. So Nagan scnpt
was chosen for Gondi dialect and it was made easy by
eschewing the difficult consonants. Other languages
that were taught in the school were Marathi and Urdu.
Young and enthusiastic Gonds were trained here as.
teachers and village officers. One of the wisest things.
that this educational scheme provided was that the
period of training was not a fixed term, but it entirely
depended on the personal calibre of an individual.
Each teacher-candidate was given Rs. 30 as stipend anQ
books and other school materials were freely supplied.
Under the Gond Education Scheme 69 schools were
established with 76 teachers spreading over 35% of the
tribal villages. Among the trainees Of Marlavai Training
Centre, 76% were appointed as teachen and 16% were
employed as clerks and only 8% were not absorbed anywhere. This training centre was abolished in July 1965
as it was not functioning well. A detailed note of welfare activities provided by the Social Welfare Department at present is given under Education.
Under the scheme of democratic decentralisation,
the Panchayats have been instituted in Adilabad district
in January 1959. Marlavai is the headquarters cf the·
Panchayat of this area and it covers Sirpur, Bhurnur,
Raghapoor, Dubbaguda and Shivunur. Though Marla vai is the nominal headquarters, the proceedings of
Panchayat take place at Sirpur, as the President belongs
to this village. The Panchayat consists of one President who is called Sarpanch and five members. Atram
Sonu, a resident of Marlavai was the Vice-president
during the previous term. At present one of the members hails from Marlavai. The Panchayat ii authorised
to collect taxes like house tax, bazaar tax at shandy and
tax on the sale of animals. In addition to this income
the Government pays Rs. 150 to this Panchayat towards
cess. At Marlavai nothing significant seems to have
been done by the Panchayat. The members appear to be
ignorant of their duties, and the functions of the Panchayat. Though Gonds are experiencing some inconveniences
daily which can be removed by the help of the Panchayat, they are inert and do not approch the

.. S{,lIfcc: 1 Department of Social Service, Publication No. t. Social Service among
2 Department of Social Service, Publication 12 Tribes & Tribal Welfare
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pahchayat. For example the distance between Marlava i
and Jainur is 6 Kms. which has to be covered by a
m(>[i':dc:rir,g narrow cart track. The path is full of
ups and downs and here and there; small ponds are
also found on the path. In the rainy season it is highly
impossible to traverse this path. They silently accept
the suffering rather than try to have a fairly good road
either with the help of the panchayat or by the
co-operation of villagers. Though the traditional leadership and leadership on the basis of statutory
PatElnyats exist among Gonds, the influence and
working of the traditional Panchayat is all round where..
as that of the statutory Panchayat is very vague.
Th;) Utnur J\lulti-Purpose Tribal Block

This Tribal Block was started on 1st April 1956
and it covers 166 villages. The studied villages fall
under this Block only. The total sanction of the
budget of this Block is Rs. 27 lakhs which is to be
spent on the improvement of agriculture, irrigation,
reclamation and soil conservation, health and rural
sanitation, social education, communications, rural
arts and crafts, co-operation and rural housing. Of

these deVelopmental schemes, rural housing is not only
appreciated by tribals but it is also of practical benefit
to th~m. '"!_'!:':; s':\C'!.T]e provided houses to so,r:.c of the
tribals of this area. As already stated, this scheme would
have been more successful, if the authorities provided
the materials necessary for the construction of houses
rather than the sanction of money at different stages of
construction. Because the money is given to them,
they are spending it for some other purposes and dragging on tIle construction work. In Suddagud" ],;::mlct
Rs. 100 eacll was paid to the heads of 10 households by the Block authorities one year back and yet
the construction is not taken up.
A training centre in rural arts and crafts has been
opened as one of the developmental activities 0 f the
Tribal Block in 1958. Training is being given in carpentry, blacksmithy, weaving, pottery and preparation
of leather goods. The number of trainees in the above
rural crafts is restricted to 6 in carpentry, 6 in blacksmithy, 10 each in handloom, pottery and leather
goods. The number of trainees among tribals and
non-tribals under different crafts is given in the following statement.

STATEMENT IX

--_

LIST OF TRAINEES
Blacksmithy

Carpentry

Year

,-----"'-------.,

(1.1

1958-59

Tribals

....

Handloom

, - _ _ _ ..A. _ _ _

._~

--~

Leather goods
Pottery
r-r - -.....- '
Tribals Non-tribals Non-tribals

......

Non-tribals

Tribals

Non tribals

Tribals

Non-tribals

()

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(2)

4

2

2

4

Nil

7

Nil

10

19

4

2

3

4

Nil

7

Nil

10

10

Nil

S

4

6

1

9

10

3

Nil

S

1

Nd

6

10

Nil

Nil

Nil

6

Nt'

7

I Batch

]939-60
II Batch

196\)-61

2

,

III Batch

1961-62

3

IV Batch

1962-63

8

section closed

V Batch

• N.A.

]963-64
VI Batch

sect ion closed

1964-<i5
VII Batch

2

3

Nil

7

Nil

10

Nil

lit

1%5-66
VIII Batch

:2

3

Nil

Nil

I

8

4

S

do

]966-67

2

4

Nil

4

Nil

9

2

I

tio

present Batch
--~.

N.A.-Not a'lail.tlle
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Each trainee is given Rs. 15 as stipend during the
training period and as a follow up programme the
persons trained in carpentry and blacksmithy are given
some tools free of cost. Except in the carpentry section, the participation of tribaIs is very di~('o,:r3g:n~. It
;" fell that it may be desirable to extend l:iJ period of
training beyond one year in the case of trih1.ls;13 they
seem to be slow in understanding the modern techniques
in different crafts. It would be legitimate to lay
emphasis not on the term of training but on ensuring
that the tribals understand and attain perfection in a

particular craft. Only then would the tribals be in a
position to earn their livelihood in a satisfactory
manner.

Tk;r:: ::rc 3 Gonds working in the Blc<'k 0':lce.
Two of lh.:m arc Village Level Workers and OIl;) is a
Gram Sevika. Even though some pf the Gomh tl,cm-'»elves are working in the Block, the impact of the
Block activities is felt in areas Close to Utnur. Interior
villages have been effected very little by the welfare
activities.
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APPENDIX I
Somatoscopic Obscrvatiolls
Height
Age

'-,kin

vertt:x

~d<)ur

Cl)

Hliir
form

Nose

(5)

(6)

Eye slit
(7)

Epicaothic
fO:d
f'ice
(3)
(9)

Pti'C';;, .

Chin
(10)

!.ips

th:'rr;

Clc",,'k

(11)

(12)

(B)

J.\1ales
]umnaka BaHu
2 Puracha Sonu

20 5',2 " Brown to
yellow
brown
23 5',S_lll
do
2

Low
wave.

Oeep and
flared

Straight Absent Round Medium Medium Ab!!.ell~ Promi-

Medium Medium and
waves
Dared

Delit

do

do

Bet-

ween

do

do

do

do

ovalle
3 ]umnaka Ramu

24

do

4 Pendur Bhimu

5
c6

7
S
9

32 5".6l" Yellow
brOWn to
medium
brown
Atram Govmdu
27 5'.8" BrowD to
yellow
brown
Jumnaka Raju
22 5' ,I " Choc.late
to brown
To<lasam Gangadhar 36 5',5 " Brown to
yello",
brown
Koddapa Maruthirao 22
Cbocolate
"
to brow.
Kanaka Raju
25
Yellow
brown to

medium

brown
Brown to
yellow

)0 Kanaka Sitaram

16 5'.

11

browu
30 5'.8 " Chocolate

Mcsram SaUu

do

round
Reund

do

do

do

do

do

do

Oval

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Round

do

do

do

do

do

do

Oval

do

do

do

Stralgbt Medium and
flared

do

do

do

do

do

do

Low
waves

do

110

Round

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do
do

do

de

do
Medium and
Normal

do

Deep and
flared
.ballow
and flared

do

do

do

do

do

do

Oval

do

do

24 5',7"

do
do

do
Deep and
flared

do
do

do
do

Round
do

do
do

do
do

30 5'.5"

do

do

Medium an::!

do

do

Oval

. do

do

Round

do

do

Sli~ll1

do

Absent

37 5'.3!"

Tumaram Lachhu

flared

Medium
Promi-

nelit'

brown
do
do

to

12 Koddapa Jangu
13 Kodd~pa Lachhu
14

do

Low
",aves
do

do

do
do
do

do

Females
15

Atram Seetabai

19 4'cJO" Brown to
yellow
brown
16 Jumnaka Godbai
20 4'.11"
do
17 Pendur La\(kum Baii 18 4',9f'
do

do

]8 Vedama Mohini Bai

33 4',9"

do

19 Alram Sittu Bai
20 Koddapa Tara Bai

20 4' 11"

21 Jugnaka Girija Bai
Kanaka Parvathibai

~2

23
~4

Todasam Vastsala
Kanaka Mani Bai

do

do
30 4'.10" Chocolate
to brown
17 4'.8"
do
20 5'}"
do
27 5' 2 " Brown to
)ellow
brown
17 4',8" Chocolate
to brown

Deep and
flared

do

do

do

Deep and
filled
Deep and
flared
do
do

do
do

do

do

do
do

do

do

do

do

do
do

do

do

do

Broad

do

do

do

do
do

do

do

Round

do
do

do
do

do

do

do

do

Between
oval &

do

do

do

do

do

do
Medium
Prominent

do

do

do
do

do
do

do
do

do
do

do
do

do

do

do

do

Broad

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Round

do

do

do

round
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APPENDIX II

s! .,felnent showing the anmml in.:omc and expenditure of Conds of Adill'lbad District for the year
November 1965 to October 1966
Sl
No.

:!',an::c of the head of the
household
(2)

Incom,~

Jugnaka Gangu
2 Paracha Jangu

:< Atta.n Bieu

4 Mummara Manuku
~

Pem),)ra SOIllU

6

Veda~lla

Lingu

Expenditure

(4)

(3)

A SuddJgulla, hamlet of Lakkaram, Rs.
Utnm (alllk, Adilabad district.

Debt
when
taken

P.

505.00' '

1'.,.
40.00

,1,08(}'0{)

100.00

68500

100.00

(5)

P.

Rs.
(current year)
(last year)

792.00
, 725.00 "

80.00

7 Jugnaka Dev

565.0)

460.00

8 Vedama Neti Bat

715.00

9 Penderu Bhimu

72;).00

10 Atram Dev

595.00

(cllrr~llt

year)

50.00

Food
(6)

P.

Rs. P.

""__--,--~---....,

Clothing Miscej,lllleous.
(7)

Rs

P.

1. 128.(\0

540.00

108.00

1,216.00

670.00

200.00

34ti.OO

t,IOO.OO
870.00

540.()O

200.00

3"'.00

360.00

150.00

36().OO

3£000
stO.OO

200.00

360·(0

S8(lOO

100.CO

2W

1,180.00

720.00

100.()0

360.00

840.00

570.00

40.00

231).00

680.00

360.01

70.00

250.(()-

1,010.00

500·00

150.00

36&00

920.00

360'0<1

Details of expeod:ture on
r

480.00

ou

B MarhlVai village,\Utnoor taiuk,
Adilabad district.
11 Kana.'<:a Hannu

2,675.00

700.00

(last year)

1,910.00

1.250.00

300.00

360.00.

12 Kanaka Koddu

560.00

200,00

(current year)

1,100.00

540.00

200.00

360.00

13 Kanab Raju

470.00
825.00

150.00

&20,00

360.00

1,050.00

54000

100.00
150.00

360.(Jl)

100.00
200.00
500,00 (ta<;t year)

1,240.00

80000

200.00

240.00

1,580,00

900·00

30000

38000

1,040.00

540.00

200.00

300 00

880.00

540.00

100.00

240,00

1,540.00

840·00

4(0.00

300·00

2,160.00

1.240·00

200.00

1l0.00

14 Kanaka Mani
IS Kodd:lP3 Jaitu

16 Tumaram Lingu

750.00
1,475.00

17 Koddapa Raju

520.00

550.00

18 Koddapa Jangu

182.00

600.00 (current year)

19 Todasam Gangauhar

1,140.00

20 Atrnm Somu

1,5'0.00

800.00 (500 last year
300 2 years back)

360.00
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ANNEXURE
Gond-a non-Aryan tribe, whose features, com piexior. ;:1 rd traces of totem ism in their sections mark them
as being of Dravidian descent. They inhabit the wild
and mountainous tract of the Adilabad District which,
flowing in a line parallel to the Paina Ganga river,
turns abruptly northward and running between the
Kinwat and Adilabad Talukas, sweeps into the Wun
District of Berar. This region, which once formed a
portion of the territory known as Gondawana, consists
of a succession of hill ranges covered with dense
forests of salai (Boswellia thurifera), sag or teak
(Tectona grail dis), mahua (Bassia latifolia) and other
wild trees. Occasionally, in a mountain gorge, or on a
hill side in an open spot, a Gond village stands surrounded by patches of cultivated land. The village
~onsists almost entirely of huts of wattled bamboos.

Character
Owing to their secluded jungle life, the Gonds are
a very shy, timid and retiring race. Towards strangers they first assume an attitude of reserve and sus?icion, but once they get over their shyness, they
become very hospitable and communicative. It is
generally reported, by those well acquianted with their
habits, that where\the Gonds have not come under the
influence of the inhabitants of the plains, they bear a
high character for honesty and truthfulness. The men
are, however, strongly addicted to drink, are very
indolent and show a great dislike to methodical work.
In a Gond village, one is struck at the sight of the
males sitting idle, with no interest in work, while the
females are toiling hard from morning till night at all
kinds of indoor and outdoor work.

Physical characteristics
The predominating physical characteristics of the
tribe are, a short flat nose with spreading nostrils,
black and spRrkling eyes, thick and projecting lower
lips, generally scanty beards and moustaches and
complexions varying from jet black to dark brown. Of
a strongly built, muscular frame, capable of great
endurence, the male averages 5 ft. 4 in. in height; both
sexes possess an erect carriage and a peculiar gait of
long and fast strides.
Dress and Ornaments
The Gonds are scantily dressed.
A strip of
cloth, nearly a yard long, passed between the legs

and fastened, before and behind, to a string around
the waist, and a rag tied round the head, make
up the complete dress of the male. The dress of
a woman consists of one long piece of whi te, or cloured
cloth, girt round the loins, the lower half of which
hangs to the knees, the ends being passed between the
legs and fastened behind, while the upper half is carried
across the breast and over the left shoulder which,
however, barely covers the breast. The woman wear
no bodice or petticoat. Their coarse black hair is
collected behind in a knot, sometimes artificially enlarged and decked with wild flowers. Tattooing is very
fashionable and their chest, arms and back are covered
with most fantastic designs. A mass of very small
black and white beads and mock corals, worked to
form a necklace, adorn their necks and large brass earrings are worn In their distended ear-lobes. On their
waists they wear huge bracelets of pewter or bell-metal.

Origin
The origin of the Gonds is obscure and their
traditions throw no light upon their tribal affinities.
·'The name Gond or Gund", says Mr. Hislop, "seems
to be a form of Kond or Kund. Both forms are most
probably connected with the Telugu equivalent for a
mountain, and therefore signify Konda Wanlu, or hill
people. This name tbey must have borne for many
ages, for we find them mentioned by Ptolemy, the geographer (A.D. ISO), under the name of Gondaloi". A
popular legend traces the origin of the tribe to the
pandav prince Bhimsen and the demon damsel Hedumba of Mahabharat fame. It is said that Hedumba
gave birth to five sons simultaneously, and was so disgusted at this unnatural event that she deserted the
infants to their fate. In their helpless condition, they
were found by Mahadev, who took compassion on
them and consigned them to the care of Parvati. She
took charge of the infants, but nourished them at her
left breast only. Even the divine nursing could not
subdue their inborn tendencies towards cannibalism,
for these monstruous infants began to imbibe, along
with the milk, the very life blood of parvati's body
which, in consequence, wasted day by day. Mahadev,
alarmed at her emaciation, divined its cause and confined the wretches in a mountain cave. From this they
were rescued by Pedlingu, a renowned sage, who henceforth, became their preceptor, related to the~ their
past history and initiated them into the worship of
their forefathers. The four elder brothers became the
founders of the four important sections of the tribe.
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(1) Satdeva (worshipping 7 minor deities, i.e., 5
Pan ('}v:c!'>. Kunti and Draupadi); (2) Sahadco (iYOr_
shirri:' g (: r.1inor deities. i. e. , 5 l'andavas aI'd their
\viC.: I)i~!"pdi); (3) -:='ac~Hlco \\,)I3LiVt1;l'g S I;~i;:\. r deities, i. ("., 5 Pandavas); (4) (,hardeo, (\v:rshippiJ1g 4 l.'3pdavas, the young";;: l;~lllg Ck'::'i~..ped).
The

y~·I·J~12,-'~·~~

of

1h~

brothers \vas appointed L2:,:,"i· the
name of Pardhan or Pathadi, the family bard and

genealogist t:) his cIder brothers, on whose charity he
\vas ordined to subsist. This legend, so absurd in its
conception, goes to illustratratt; how myths are devised
by aboriginal tribes to glorify their origin, while in
process of transition into the Hindu castes.
The Gonds of Adilabad are divided into six
(I) Raj Gond or Gond, (2) Pardhan,
(3) Thoti, (4) Dadve, (5) Gowari, (6) Kolam, which
are all endogamous. The terms Raj Gond and Gondi,
formerly used to distinguish the ruling classes from the
bulk of the people, have now become synonymous, the
poorest Gond calling himself a Raj Gond. This
change was probably brought about after the Raj
Gonds had ceased to be a ruling power and had sunk
into political insignificance. A tendency is still observed among the upper classes of the sub-tribe, to hold
themselves socially aloof from the masses, and a sort
Df hypergamy has sprung up between the two, the former accepting the daughters of the latter in marriage,
but showing reluctance to give their own in return.
Some of the Raj Gond families, which belonged to the
Gond Rajas, have by reason of their long contact
with the more civilised communities of the plains, so
far advanced towards Hinduism that they actually lay
claims to a Rajput descent. They profess to follow
the Hindu religion, relegating their ancient tribal
customs to their women, employ Brahmans for
religious and ceremonial purposes, practise infant
marriage and prohibit widow-marriage and divorce.
These facts clearly indicate that disintegrating forces
are at work, tending to split up the sub-tribe into two
endogamous groups, one of which may, in course of
time become entirely a Hindu caste. Regarding the
origin of the Raj Gonds, Mr. C. Scanlan ("Indian
Ant~quities", Vol. I, page 54) remarks: "Concerning
their origin, it is said that while a Rajput prince was
Dnce out hunting he espied a godess perched on a rock
enjoying the wild scenery of the country. They became
enamoured of each other and were blessed with a son,
who was the ancestor of the Gonds, and since he
claimed his origin from a goddess and a Rajput, they
~ub-tribes:

, .. '

~tyle

themselve Raj Gonds and Gond

Th~~k;.lrs."

The Pardbans or F:.lt;;adis ['re C;e
and scr/~· ~s g" J~·i:1:~l~.:;~~~ ,:;i.l

Gonds~

I<..aj Gonds, singing
rajrs <lr:d hcroc::. to

"cJ~,s
:'~';':~')

cf lile
l(' t~!e

t1-,;,~~ CXP:0ttS ~~EJ r,tc?;;;t d~._(~s of~!_cir
L<..~

111usi·: of f! kir:d l)f

V(;11~i; c~:n~~d

is r:'g~:rd(d'r al1"":~,~,·~t
them, as a mark of distinction which each rardhan is
bO:Jnd to posses), or have tattoot:0 lm his h_;n f,,:-earm. No marriage of a Raj Gond is celebrated, nor
are his death rites performed, unless a pardhan is
present to receive the marriage presents, or to claim the
raiments of the dead.

kjjlgJ'i.

This

m~_1~.jc,-~j!

,1~unl:rlt

The Thotis, the bards of Pardhal1, form a group
of wandering minstrels. Their male members are
mainly engaged in making small bamboo articles and
jn selling medicinal herbs, while the females are skilful
tattooers. These three sub-tribes, resembling one another in every respect, appear to have once formed a
single group, subsequentiy broken up on account of
internal disorganisation, the pardhans being an offshoot of the Raj Gonds and the Thotis that of the
pardhans. The Dadve formerly recruited the armies of
the Gond Rajas, but now they work as day labourers.
The Gowaris tend milch cattle and for this reason
dwell in villages outlying the hill tracts. Their long
association with the neighbouring Hindus, has so for
affected their character and customs, that they are often
found merged into the lower castes of Hindl1s and cut
off from their own tribe.
Very dark of skin and short of statllfc, possessing of
habit sthe most primitive character, the Kolam presents
a fair specimen of the pure Dravidian type. He
'-.onstructs his tiny bamboo cottage on the crest of
the highest hill, and so migratory is. he that on
the least alarm he shifts his quarters to the most
,inaccessible part of a mountain. He is very ugly in features and filthy in habits, never bathing for days together.
He speaks a dialect called Kolami, which differs considerably from the other Gond dialects. In customs and usages, the Kolams resemble the Raj Gonds, to whose Rajas
they pay homage and submit their internal quarrels for
decision. All these facts taken together help to the
conclusion, that these sub-tribes are essentially the branches of a formerly compact tribe, of which the Raj Gonds
represent the original nucleus. This view derives SUpport
from the fact that each of the sub-tribes is divided into.
the same exogamous scpts.
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:; ...

Internal structure
Ti:;: l'o]\,\",'ing table gives

t:1C eXO_;Ul110US

s-.:ctions of the tribe, with the found,,;:r's nam~, totem and sllb~septs,

.'r fa"1;~;:~; \vhich each sept comprise:,:Sept nallle

Founder's name

Chardcya (tlios..': worshipp-

Sedamakee

Totem
T ,-,rtois, crocodile :lJ!d

Sedam, Sedmakee, Talanda,

glxorpor (iguana)

Naitam, Parchaki, Sahakathi,
Tekam, Kowa, Pusam

Kumbhara

Porcupine and saras

Ade, Soyam, Surpam, Alam,
Godam, Madapati, Kinake,
Padram, Karpetta, Maldongre,
Jungna

Atram

Tiger

Kotnaka, Pendor, Mandaleo,
Salam, Kochala, Herekurma,
Kulmeta, Kodopa, Veladi,
Yerma, Foorkoor, Raisidam,
Tolsam, Uikya, Torya, Kadam,
Gedam, Kadnee, Korenga

Metram

Serpent and porcupine

Madave, Dhurve, Kanbaka,
Korweta, Kursenga, Maraskola

iug four deities)

Pachdco (worshipping five

minor deities)

Sahadeo (worshipping
minc1r deities)

SIX

Satdeo (worshipping seven
minor deities)

Ncmc\ of the sub-septs, or families sprung from the sept

Ali the scpts are clearly totemistic, although they
DO not bear the names of the totems associated with
them. The totem is taboo to the member of the
sept to which it belongs, e. g., a Seedam holds the
tortoise in the highest reverence and will neither eat
kill, injure or even touch it. It is really noteworth;
that while the totems and the founders' names have
been preserved, the totemistic names of the septs have
been dropped, and replaced by fabulous titles. This
indicates an attempt, on the part of the Hinduised
Gonds, to convert totemistic titles into eponymous
'ones and thus give colour to their pretensions for a
mythical origin of an orthodox type. The sept name
goes by the male side. The rule of exog<amy is strictly
followed. Thus a man cannot marry a woman of his
own sept. No other sept is, however, a bar to marriage, provided that he does not marry his aunt, his first
'cousin, or his niece.
Marriage
. The Gonds marry their daughters both before and
alter tbe age of pUberty. The former is, however,

preferred by the more respectable members of the
tribe.
polygamy prevails and, in theory, there is no
limit to the number of wives a man may marry; 5Cxual
indiscretions, before marriage, are indulgently treated.
If a girl becomes pregnant before marriage, she is called
upon to disclose the name of lover, and he is forced to
accept the girl as his wife: On the other hand, sexual
indiscretion with an outsider involves instant expulsion
from the tribe. Two forms of marriage are recognised
by the Gonds.
(1) The more polite or regular form necessitates the
consent of the parents of both parties. The father' or
guardian, of the bridegroom takes the initiative and,
when a girl is selected by him, he proceeds, formally,
to the house of her parents to make the proposal
of marriage on behalf of his son or ward. In the
preliminary negotiations the question of the brideprice (varying
from Rs. 9 to 20) takes a
prominent part.' Everything having been arranged tl)
the satisfaction of both parties, all the male members.
repair to a liquor shop and solemnize the betrothal
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witk a 4rink, at the expense of the bride·grooro's
father. A singular custom requires every man before
drinking the liquor to cry out 'Ram Ram', an omis5i080fwkich involves social disgrace. The caste people
are then entertained at a feast. On this occasion, the
bridegroom's father contributes a cock and the bride's
father a hen: the boy's father places a pewter bracelet
on the girl's wrist and this completes the ceremony of
betrothal. On the day previous to the wedding, the
bride's family escort her to the bridegroom's village
where, on arrival, they are established under a shady
tree and are met towards evening, by the party of the
bridegroom. As a mark of greeting, gruel and onions
are exchanged by both parties. The whole company
then goes in procession to the bridegroom's house.
The bride and bridegroom are next alternately smeared
three times with a paste of oil and turmeric, and
bathed in warm water. The rest-9f the night. is spent
in feasting, music, singing and, dancing. Early next
morning in the court yard of the' house,a canopy of
mahua (Bassia latifolia) and salai (Boswellia thurifera)
leaves ili erected and, underneath it, fjveearthen jars of
water crowned lighted lamps, are arranged in the form
of a quincunx on a square drawn of jawari flour.

The following plan illustrates the arrangement:-

b'

b
b

j

,~
__ Ii b

b. Water pots

An earthen vessel full of water and covered with a
concave lid, is placed on the cowdung hill of the house
in the open air, and after being solemnly worshipped
is left guarded by two girls. This ceremony over, the
bridegroom, dressed in cotton clothes dyed yellow with
turmeric, armed with a spe.:lr and accompanied by
music, which is most discordant, is led by his relatives
and f1"jends to the cowdung hill, one of the females
bearing, .on her head, a sacred Jamp. The bride,
iimilarlyattired and attended, joins him and the bridal
pair stand opposite each other near the consecrated
earthen pot, the bride groom facing east and the bride
Weilt. A'curtain is held between them and the bridegroom
. ptaOOi his right foot upon a wooden stool, placed beneath
the ::::urtain, the bride simultaneously touching it with her

own. Then follows the essential portion of the creremony,
when the bridegroom, with his riaht foot resting on
that of the bride, puts an iron ring on the little finger of·
her right hand. The screen is withdrawn and the wedding
procession returns to the booth. where the bridal pair are
bathed with water taken from the sacred earthen pots previously deposited. After changing their wedding clothes,
the happy couple walk five times round the pots, the
sacred lamp burning all the while. They afterwards sit
side by side on the floor, with their faces turned towards
the east. Grains of rice are then showered upon their
heads by the assembled guests. The bride-price is
then paid and a present of clothes made to the girl's
parents. A feast to the caste, at the expense of the
bridegroom's parents, completes the marriage ceremony.
The bride's father, on his departure, is decorated with a
garland of twenty-five cowdung cakes with a sheep's
leg pendant in the centre.
The second form, representing marriage'by"eapture,
is resorted to by those Gonds, who are too pOoho pay
the bride-price, or to bear the subsequent eKpenses.
This custom is in full force among the Gonds of the
hilly di&tricts, though it is dying out in the plains
owing to the rigours of the law. A girl having been
selected, and all information regarding her daily
movements having been gathered, the friends of the
boy proceed to her village, and lie in concealment
close to the place she is expected to visit. In the
meanwhile, an elder relative of the bride groom,
generally his father or brother, goes into the village,
and wins the assent of the headman to the match on
payment of Rs. 2. He then joins his comrades. On
the girl making her appearance, sometimes alone, but
often in company with others, he falls upon her an
of a sudden and touches her hand. This effected, the
marriage contract becomes irrevocable, even if the girl
escapes from his hands. Great resistance to this capture is often offered by the women present, and the
man is chastised in right earnest. Stones and other
missiles close at hand are freely hurled, and the man
is often severely injured; but the custom allows the
women to accept a bribe, for more polite reception, and
in such cases the girl is borne away in tears to- the boy's
house and there married in the absence of her parents.
Widow Marriage
A widow is required to marry her late husband's
younger brother, if alive, but, on his refusal, if her
choice falls upon an outsider, no restriction is imposed
upon her.
In the latter case, however, she forfeits aU
claims to the custody of the childern by her late
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husband. Infants at tl1e breast are allowed to remain
with their mothers, on the express condition that they
will be restored to their father's family on their attaininJ a marriageable aglC:. The ritual followed on a
widow's re-marriage is of a simple character. Late in
the evening, the woman goes to the house of her
hus1::and elect. In the court-yard a stool is placed, on
\vhich the bride-groom takes his seat. The bride
bedaubs his body with oil and turmeric, and bathes
him with warm water, and with the remaining water
she bathes herself. Both of them wear white clothes
and enter the inner court-yard, where the bride seats
herself on a wooden stool, and the bridegroom ties a
string of black beads round her neck, and smears red
lead powder on her forehead. The proceedings terminate with a fcast.
Divorce
Divorce is very common amongst the Gonds, in
which both husbands and wives freely indulge. Elopements are of daily occurrence. A woman taking a
fancy to a man, simply runs away with him, and if the
aggrieved husband is a rich man, he immediatly marries
another wife, and there the matter ends, But should
the husband be a poor man, he merely claims the brideprice paid for her, as a virgin, from the paramour of
the unfaithful wife, and with the amount thus obtained
he is at liberty to marry another woman. Divorced
women are allowed to marry again by the same ritual
as widows.
Religion
The religion of the Gonds is animism, which
flourishes, in its pristine vigour, among the inhabitants of the hilly tracts, although it is gradually losing
ground among those
of the
plains. The principal deity of the Raj Gonds, Pardhans
and Thotis is Phersaphen (great god), who is
acknowledged to be the Supreme god of the universe,
and is worshipped with great veneration and awe, under
the names of Zonkari, JaJgidar etc. The emblems of
the god vary with the locality of the worshipper, but
generally consist of small iron pieces, resembling arrow
heads, each a span in length, corresponding in number to
the minorgods .of the worshipper, whichenclosed in an earthen pot, with its mouth closed by a bamboo basket, are
hung on a mahua tree (Bassia latifolia) at some distance
fr.om the village. The priest, called kotada is a Raj
Gond, who officiates at sacrifices to the god and keeps
guard over the sacred pot. No woman or stranger is
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allowed to cast a glance upon the tree bearing the
sacred pot, or go to anywhere near it.
p1:ersapcn is worshipp~d once a y"ar 'N;~~ great
pomp and ceremony. It is generally on an evening
in the month of Chait (March-April) that a sacrifice
.of goats and fowls is offered to the god, at the foot
of the sacred tree. after which the emblems arc taken
down by the priest, who is clothed in red, and mounted
on a bamboo p::>le. They are then carried in proc~ss:on,
headed by the Pardhans, with mus;c, to S:lm;: big rive!.."
or tank where they are solemnly washed. Close to the
village, a canopy is erected for the occasion, under
which a branch of the salai tree (Boswellia thuri/era)
is planted, and it is here that the bamboo pole, bearing
sacred arrow-heads, is deposit~d. Frankincense is burnt
before these emblems and cows goats and fowls are freely
sacrificed by the officiating priest, on behalf of the
community as a whole. and of indiv:dual members in
pursuance of vows taken in times of trouble. Formerly.
human sacrifices were offered on this occasion, but the
rigours oflaw have now put an end to this. The flesh of
the slaughtered animals is then cooked and the rest .of
the night is spent in feasting, dancing and revelry. The
ceremonies are conducted with great secrecy and no
Hindu, or Gond woman is allowed to be present.
Towards the dawn of the following day, the emblems
are taken back to tree, and restored to their accustomed
place.
Next in rank is Bhimsen, or Bhivsen, the favourite
and characteristic deity of the Kolam and Dadve
Gonds,
represented by an oblong piece of mahua wood >
•
4ft. m length, and daubed with sesame oil. With
one end fixed in the ground and the other covered with
peacock feathers, the god is set up upright, in a bamboo
hut outside the village. He is propoitiated twice a year>
in the month of Vaishakha (April·· May) and on
Til Sankrant (when the sun enters Capricorn), with
offerings of goats, fowls, and cows, which afterwards furnish a feast for the assembled votaries
A Kolam priest presides on this occasion; to the sound
of a drum and cymbals and to the jingling of little
bells worn in a belt round the waist, he dances
and sings alternately, in honour of the deity. Every
three years, the symbol of the god is carried to the
Godavari river for ablution.
The worship of Bhimsen, formerly confined to the
Gonds alone, is fast spreading, and Hindus of all orders.
now hold this animistic deity in reverence. A
legend is already current identifying this god with the
pandav prince Bhimsen:, and giving him a seat in the
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Hindu pantheon. This furnishes a good example of the
unconscious reception of animistic dities into the
Tanks of the Hindu gods.
The Gowaris reverence Kanhoba, an incarnation
of Vishnu, in whose honour they observe a fast on
Janmashtami, the 8th of the dark half of Shravan
(J uly-Augllst). In addition to the principal deities
mentioned above, a host of evil spirits and minor gods
are appeased by the Gonds. The former include the
goddesses of cholera, smallpox, fever & c., and other
ma~evolent spirits, all of which must be conciliated in
one form or another, in 'order to avert calamities pro·
~eding from them. Among the latter are: (1) Jangu
Rai Tad, a blood.thirsty goddess dwelling in a dark
and dreary cave, near the village of Sakada in the
Jangaon Taluka. The goddess is said to have been
wedded to Bhimsen in an adjoining cave and, if duly
propitiated, is credited with bringing good luck to her
-devotees. She once insisted on demanding human lives
as the only sacrifice acceptable to her; but, since the
establishment of a vigilant police, and the strong rule
()f law, she is quite content with the blood of kine and
goats. The terrific form of Bhimsen is reprsented by a
fire burning constantly in a cave on the Dantapalli
hill. The god is generally invoked by offerings of animals, before the commencement of agricultural operations, at the sowing season, and before the harvest is
gathered in. It is also worshipped should the rains
fail and a drought continue. Bhimanna is also WOfshipped at GoioH in the form of a shaft fixed in the
ground. It is rather curious that the priests of these
two cults never meet. Serpent worship prevails and,
in the month of Magh (February-March), a hig fair is
held in honour of the serpent god at Kesalapur, when
.a huge sacrifice is offered at the altar. Thousands of
_goats and fowls are slaughtered on that day, and the
blood-thirsty god is not satisfied until the altar is completely filled with blood. The votaries believe that
not a dr~p of blood remains about the:altar the following morning.
The Gonds have a strong belief in witchcraft.
Witches are supposed to hold communion with the
.dark spirits; they meet them in the forest at night
and dance and sing with them in a nude condition.
Brahmans are not employed by the Gonds, either for
.(eligious or ceremonial purposeS'.

Disposal of the dead
After death, the bodies of persons who are married
:.lre burnt and the unmarried, or those dying of smaU-

pox or cholera, are buried. On the death of n Gond,
his relatives and friends assemble at his house, where
the body is carefully washed and dressed in a white
cloth, is placed on a bamboo bier and borne by four
men, not changing hands, to the cremation ground.
The chief mourner heads the procession, bearing in one
band a sling, with a triangular bamboo bottom, in
which is placed an earthen pot filled with Durning cowdung cakes, and in the other an axe with the head
reversed on the handle. The corpse is laid on the
funeral pyre, which is kindled with the cow dung cakes.
When the pyre is well alight the chief mourner performs
an ablution, and filling the earthern vessel with water
walks with it three times round the pile. When the
has nearly burnt down, he throws the axe three
times over the pyre and, taking it with him, goes to a
river or tank, followed by the bier bearers and other
relatives. Having bathed, they adjourn to a liquor
shop, rub the mahua refuse with the big toe of the right
foot, and apply the soot of the furnace to their forehead with the little finger of the right hand. The
liquor 'Seller sprinkles them with country spirit,
after wnich they sit down and drink. This over, they
leave the axe with liquor seller and return to the house
of the deceased. On arrival, they are received at the
door by a female relative of the deceased and sprinkled
over with water from an earthen pot ,into which a burning
coal has been previously thrown. Next morning, all
the relatives, male and female, holding mango twigs
visit the burning ground. A cow is sacrificed on the
spot where the corpse was burnt, and the spirit of
the dead is invoked to accept the offering and be
satisfied. Each preson present makes five turns round
the pyre collecting the scattered ashes with the mango
twig. As on the preceding day, mourners bathe,
drink and return home. On the afternoon of the third
day, the male members of the family repair to a grove
of mahua trees adjoining the village. A square foot of
ground is plastered with co\vdung and before it are
arra~ged small heaps of uncooked rice, as many in
number as the minor gods of the deceased. A fOWl
(a cock or hen according to the sex of the dead) is decapitated and the spot covered with its blood; the head is
left before the heaps of rice and the body is cooked and
eaten by the assmbled relatives. The liquor shop is
again resorted to for the purpose of taking back the
axe formerly left there. This terminates the funeral
rites. No periodical ceremony is performed for the
propitiation of departed sours, but dead relatives. are
held in great reverence. Burial is resorted to in cases
of poverty. Tombs are erected over the remains of the
rich , and those that are esteemed to p:::rpetuate their
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memory. Magnificent tombs of the Gond Rajas may
be seen at Manikgad, near Rajura, and also in the
vicinity of Jangaon.
Social status

"The social S":.tatus of the Gonds cannot be clearly
defined. With the exception of a few families, who have
been admitted to a high rank in the Hindu social
system, by reason of their abstaining from beef and
employing Brahmans, they stand wholly outside the
Hindu caste system. No orthodox Hindu wi'll ever eat
their food, or accept water from their hands. In matters
of diet they are not very particular. They partake of beef,
pork, foul, fish, field rats, snakes, lizards and buffaloes
in fact all animal food. They have no repugnance to
eating the flesh of animals which have died a natural
death;but they will refuse to eat the leavings of Hindus,
even of Brahmans. Although wholly outside the pale of
Hinduism they are not free from caste prejudices and ,
amongst themselves, have formed various social grades,
imitating the Hindu castes, as regards restrictions OIl
diet and matrimonial alliances. As has already been
mentioned, the Raj Gonds occupy the highest position,
and the Pudhans and Thotis, whose touch is regarded
as unclean and unceremonial, the lowest.
,

Occupation

The original occupation of the Gonds is believed
to be hunting and agriculture, which latter is carried
on by the method known as dhya or daha. In this
primitive mode of tillage, neither plough nor hoe is
used, but the men cut trees, burn them, and sow seeds
by small handfuls in narrow holes made in the ashes.
As the earth gives proofs of exhaustion, generally in
two or three years, ,the Gonds move off, bag and
baggage, to some fresh patch of land and resume their
operations. .The crops they raise are jawari, rice,
chillies, maize and various pulses. Cotton is also
occasionally grown. The largest share of the field
labour devolves upon the women, who assist the men
in sowing, weeding and gathering in the harvest. The
scanty produce of their fields hardly suffices for their
maintenance and they consequently have to eke it out
by consuming mahua flowers, wild roots and fruits
and a variety of jungle herbs. Every household has a
sort of rude oil-press, in which oil is extracted from
mahua seeds and used for eating and lighting purposes.
The Gonds have their own carpenters, who make rude
wooden implements, and their own distillers, who
manufacture liquor from mahua Howers.

The Gonds have, hitherto, been lords of the
wood laIlds, roving at will and enjoying perfect freedom
in selecting land for cultivation and making new
clearances. But the situation has IlOW changed; fhe
forest conservancy laws, which have come into force
of late and the extension of metalled roads, which have
opened up their secluded tracts to foreign settlers, are
interfering seriously with their dhya method of
cultivation. The Gonds are thus being compelled to
take to settled cultivation with the plough, and to
exchange their free life for the restraints of an ordered
existence. This new life is proving uncongenial to them,
for it has created new wants, which their scanty
resources cannot meet, and the result is that these simple
jungle people are gradually being drawn more and more
within the clutches of the wily money-lenders of the
plains and are being subjected to all the evils of
indebtedness.
A few of the Gonds, especially the wild KoJams;
have been forced by later immigrants into the heart of
the hilly forests, where they still maintain their
straightforward independence and manliness. These
earn their living by hunting;'making strong and durable
bamboo mats and baskets, and collecting honey,
cha'roli, mahua flowers, bees' wax, resins, gums and
o'ther jungle products, which they barter to a bania,
in exchange for food grains and other necessaries of
life.

Early History
Of the early history of the Gonds very little is
known. They established governments, one of which ruled the country which once comprehended a portion of
the Adliabad District of H.H. the Nizam's Dominion,
and the present Chanda District of the Central provinces. It was founded by Bhim Ballal (804 A. D. j and
had capitals at Jangaol1 Mowada, and at Manikgada
on the Wardha. Khandakya Ballal, the 10th Raja, transferred the seat of Government to Chandrapur or
Chanda, which he founded on the Zarpa1 river iri 126'1
A.D. The legend is that Khandakya Ballal was suffering grievously from leprosy of which he was completely
cured by bathing in the balmy waters of the river; this
induced him to select the site, as a lucky place, for his
capital. The town was ,valled by Hirabai, the 12th mler, who also built the shrine of Mahakali, and laid the
foundation of the Chanda fort. At a later date the
kingdom became subject to the Bhoslas of Nagpur.
] n 1743, the Gonds raised an insurrection, which Raghoji Bhosla quelled, annexing the principality to his.
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dominions. Another Gond'principality established its capitai at Atnur, about 40 miles west of Jangaon, where
the: splendid architectural remains stiIl bear witness to
its former giory and magnificcnc('. A Gond Rajput
dynasty, under the name of Kakatiyas, is said to have
reigned at Warangal for more than 400 years. The
kingdom becan.1e very powerful about the end of the
13th century, but being, involved in a conflict with the
Muhammadans, its power continued to decline, till it
was at last swept away, in 1424 A. D. ,by the generals
of Ahmad Sha \\ali, onc of the Bahamani kings.
Connected with the Gonds of Adilabad, though
not included among them, are the Koitor or Kois, who
occupy the Warangal District, extending from Bhadracbaiam, on the banks of the Godavari, down to the
neighbourhood of Khammamet. A tradition prevails
that famine and internal disputes drove them to this
region from the highlands of Bastar, on the eastern
hanks of the Godavari. Both the-Gonds.frhd the Kois
have a physical resemblance and are, in their features,
quite distinct from the people of,villages; but each of
them has a different tongue, the Adilabad Gonds
speaking almost the pure Gondi, while the Kois have a
dialect with a great preponderance of Telugu words.
The term Koitor or, in its rediea! form Koi. has been
supposed to be derived from Konda, the Telugu equivalent for 'mountain' but it seems to approach more
closely the Persian kol!, meaning 'hill'.
The Koi men are dignified with the title of Doralu
(lords) and the women with that of Dora Sanulu
. (la~ies).
The Kois divide themselves into five classes--Gutta
koi, Addilu, perumbo Yadu, Koi Kammar Vandatu
and Dollolu. The Gutta, or hill Kois, include the Madu
Gutta, Pere Gutta,.Vido Gutta and other clans holding
the highest rank among the tribe. The Koi Kammar
Vartdalu are Koi blacksmiths. The Dollolu are the religious counsellors or blzats (genealogists) of the upper
classes and have charge of the Koi deities. Koi customs
are not uniform but vary with the localities, although,
in their essential character, they are not distinct from
those of the Gonds. Boys and girls generally marry

when of fair age. Marriages, both by proposal and by
force, are in vogue. A widow is sometimes carried off
a day or two after the death of her husband, while she
is still grieving on account of her loss. Elopements are
common and husbands are occasionally murdered for
the sake of their wives. More disputes arise from wife
stealing than from any other causes. The Kois pay
devotion to Mamila, represented by a stump of wood,
to whom human sacrifices are said to be still offered.It
is customary to propitiate the goddess early in the year,
so that the crops may not fail. The Kolam god
Bhimsen is also worshipped. Kora Razu is the deity
which presides over the tiger demon. Wild dogs are
held in special reverence and even if they kill the cattle
they are not injured. A festival is held when ippa or
mahAa flowers (Bassi a latifolia) are in blossom. When
the new crop is ripe, and ready to becut, the Kois take
a fowl into the field, kill it,and sprinkle its blood on
any ordinary stone put up for the occasion, after which
they are at liberty to partake of the new crop. The
Kois have strong belief in the spirit world, and it is
said that if they are not satisfied that the spirit of a
departed person has joined the spirits of his predecessors, they waylay a stranger, kill him ~during the night,
sprinkle his blood on the image of Mamila and bury
the corpse before anyone knows of the event. This
horrid practice has been on the decline since 1842, when
arrangements were made to prevent it. In accordance
with a very singular custom prevalent among them, the
Koi women drive the men to hunt, on a certain day of
the year, and do not allow them to return, unless they
bring home some game. On this occasion, the women
are said to be dressed in their husband's clothes. Young
persons and children are buried; others are bnrnt. A
cow or bullock is slain, the tail is cut off and placed
in the dead person's hands and the body burnt; the
friends and relatives then retire and proceed to feast on
the animal. Three days later,the ashes are rolled up
into small balls and deposited in a small hole about
two feet deep. A child is named on the 7th day after
birth. Having washed the child and placed it on a
bed they put a leaf of the mahua tree in its hands and
pronounce its name.

Source: Syed Siraj Ul Hassan, The Castes and Tribes of If. E. H. The Nizam's Dominions, Vol. 1
(Bombay:~1920),

PP 216-232
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ANNEXURE II
E~~TRACT

OF THE CASTE INDEX FRO::'!

Ti1': sub-divjsi0~S (if c:;cli CQste are gi\'cn
the rdigion, thus:-

[,n~:

CE~SCS

the

A=Animistic
Ag=Agnostic
B=Buddhist
Br=Brahmo
C=Christian
H=Hindu

OF I:\DIA, 1891 (VOLUME XV)

ca~t': l;arne. Tl~c

kttcr in the secoJic; colullln

CCLC:':S

J=Juin
M=Musalman
NS=Not stated
P=Parsis
T=Theist

The third column gives the strength of caste and of each important sub-division. The letters and number in the fourth column show the class and group respectively in which the caste has been classified - vid<:
Chapter X.
Castes and sub-caste

Religion

Strength

Class and
group

(1)

(2)

GOND:

H

Bastaria
Beunatu
Bhatto
Bhcyi
Bola
Chetti
Dcsasta
Dongaito
Ghdaba
Godiga
Gopopuria
Gunna or Guna
Hindustani
Jhodia
Jorupa
Kodu
Khandaito
Konirga
Kosaleya
Kuliya
Madhupufya
Madabu
Magadha

(3)

(4)

GQNDS

-<16-':
(t)

Marapaehi
Mariah
Muriya
Nanda
Netti
Odia
Pengugauda
pedda
Pradhan@
Puro
Puto

Raja Gunna
Ravudia
Sanlladhrigundi
Sreshta
Sodia
Sollokhondiya
Suddho
Vaddagonda

(2)

(3)

(4)
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ANNEXURE III
Framework For Ethnographic Study

I

Name, Identity, Origin, and History
Name; Synonym; sub-casteJsub-tribe as in President's Order and in other published sources such as

1

Census Reports. Monographs etc; grouping with
oth~r .castes and tribes during various Censuses.
AffIDlty with other castes and tribes according to
recognised authorities

2 Et>:moJogical significance of the name; names by
whIch the community is referred to by (a) others
and (b) itself
3

Identification of the community by occupation or
any other way of life

4

~yths and legends connected with the origin and
hls~ory of the community and its segments; his-

3 Dwelling unit: compound, entrance, source of
water, the use of different parts of the house (Iat~
rine. cattle shed, isolation huts etc.); shape (square,
round, irregular etc.); storeys; nature of floor,

i •

plinth.

\Van; tMfing, thatcbirtg; ventilations. and

doors; materials used; decorations and embellishments; temporary structures

Distribution and Population treud
1 Area \Vhere foun4; population and concentration
in the State and outside; physiCal aspects of the

4

areas of con~nita:iion

2

Settlement: Vir:age site, location, settlement
l)attern (agglomerated, nucleated, dispersed,
sprinkled, isolated, amorphous, star-shaped, horseshoe-shaped, linear, rectangular. circular Of ringshaped etc. ) and variations; regional pattern visa-vis pattcrn of the community

2 Neighbourhood pattern on the basis of religion.
castes (Caste Hindus, untouchables) and tribes
etc., with segregations, if any, and the basis
thereof

toncal references and popular beliefs about history and migration of the community
II

Dwelling, dress, food, ornaments an. otber
material objects distinctive of the cOlJlllllloity

V

Nu.~ricaI ~rength .. in 1961 and .1?opulation
vanatt6ns durtng- 1901 ::1961;' sex rati6;'itg~~8toups
rural-urban distribution in 1961

Dress including head· gear and foot wear used
ordinarily, on ceremonial occasions and special
ocdilsions, se){wis~·· and' according to majority
or minority!; dress o('prtests'arid office bearers;
variations

,i

III

5 Ornaments : use; material llsed; from w1}ere
obtained; v&riations according to sex and age

Physital Characteristics

tatooing; mutilation
6 Personal decoration:
(chipping of teeth, etc. ); hair cutting; how done,
purpose, attitude and variation according to sex

Racial stock; appearance and affinity with other

known COmmunities
IV

~amilY,

and age

Clan, Kinship and other analogous divi-

SlOB!!

7

1 Family, size (observed and published), types, residenoo after marriage, descent, lineage and its
eConomic and religious function and inheritance
2 :Clan/gotra and sub-clans; names, etymOlogical
-meaning, clustering ofc1ans, belief and mythology
a~ut origin, status among clans, dan and regu~
latlOn ?f marriage (preference. & . prohibi~ion),
OCCupatIOn and clan, clan and rituals, clan and
fOod (restrictions, prescriptions etc;)
3

Others: Phratry, duel organisation, like moieties
etc. , as in 2 above

8

Food and drink: Materials (staple and .other),
prescriptions and pfc:>hlbitlons, fuel, utensils and
mode of preparation; practices connected with
serving.ill1d hiking offood;'pteservation of food
rituals" ~f ahy , "
Equipments connected with economic pursuits,
religion and ritual; how procured, material used.
construction, manipulation and purpose

9 Other ·household equipmcnts:'As above.
10 Equipm'ents connected with recording of time, space
and weight and their methods of use: As above.
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Enrironmental Sanitation: hygienic habits, djst;~
asc and treatment

7

Forced labour, bonded labour, patron-client relationship (j"jmar:i), mode of payment.

l)~l;" ~ro:1r:,~nt~I

1)

f\:f1.s.:;'E'I m;grLt;,':~ C',-'~:-_~cted with occlH~ation
f.:cruitnei1t, rcriT;,h~'_~; \:,f v:Iorking group~.

;':3nitation,
D;sht soit, garb:l~:': ·etc.

2

setlL;~~l('::t} (;:spcs~I

of

Hygienic habits: cleanliness of body, teeth, dress.
houses, utensils etc.

9 Nomadic movement : cycle and occupational

3 Diseases: incidence; local names; interpretation
of the causes; symptoms; diagnosis and cure_
persons and methods involved

10 Shifting cultivation : method, implements and
equipments, produce, participation, cycle of rotation, measure to regulate shifting cultivation and
its impact.

4 Modern systems of medicine and attitude of the
community towards it
Vll

Language and Education

J Ancestral Language: classification according to
Grier:iion, persistence of ancestral language and
litetatl:ll'e.
2

Mother tongue: classification according to Grierson, bilingualism and multilingualism; regioual

language

Education and literacy: traditional and modern
attitude, information collected during 1 ,61 census-literacy and levels of education.

1 Etol;omic resources : land, community land
iadividual ownership and typei> of land possessed
and, land utiliz~d. . .

2

Forest wealth : flora and fauna; nature and
ext.:nt of right in the forest; forest utilization

3 Fishery, livestock and others.
4

II Terrace cultivation: as above.
12 Income & expenditure: Sources of income, extent,.
expendit.ure on food. clothing, house, edubatibn.
social functions ane others.
13 Other aspects of economic life.

IX

Life Cycle

.

3" I.,.formation collected during 1961 census on
language and liter~ture.
4

pattern.

Working force: sexwise, urban and rural variations and comparison of the same with the
region.

Beliefs and practices connected with conception,
barrenness, still birth, miscarriage, abortion,
child death, regulation of sex, etc.
2 Pre-natal and natal practrces : residence, diet,
work, toboos, etti.:, delivery place, a$sistance,
equipmcnts used in. delivery, position during
delivery, severance of umbilical cord (whb' does
and how done) ,disposal of placenta
3 Post natal practices: confinement and segrega-tion, ceremonial pollution, diet for mother and

child, rituals
4

.

Protection and care of child and training

5 Attitude towards birth of child, preference about
sex, preference about number, segregation C)f sex,
etc.

B Initiat,ion

5 Non-workers.
6 Industrial classifications
the field and comparison
census figures, traditional
in the pattern; main and

A Birth

: details as collected in
with that of the 1961
occupation and cbanges
subsidiary occupations.

1 Initiation ceremony; description
2 Pre-marital sex relations within the community,
outside the community, sanctions and tabQos

Marriage

C
1

Ar>e at marriage for both sex: ,prohibited degrees
-of r~lation~hip, preferences, wido",' remarriage
(preferences & toboos)

2

Civil status and social status

3 Types of marriage : Monogamy,
(polyandry and polygyny)

polygamy

Selection of spouse; qualities valued (for bride
and groom) mod,~ of s~l~tion, procedure

4

Modes of acquiring roate: by
intrusion, elopement~ ,etc

5

negoti~tion,

force

6 Terms of settlement ; payment of bride price,
dowry, service, exchange, adoption, etc.
7

Ceremonies connected with marrillge: details
including who presides over .the marriage and
services of functional caste~

8 Statistical data as per 1961

Deities; surrcrr:c :',:i~y, bcnevo1c u deities, malevolent spirits, presiding deities of village and
other aspects oflife including occupation', clans,
gotras etc.
2

Place of the deities in the regional pattern and
Brahmnnica\ "I'""d other traditions.

3

Rituals al'u COllC~pts associC;\ted with the pantheon

4 Spots ~ssociated with the deities, pilgrim centres.
and methods of worship
5

Religious functionaries

6

Calendar of festivals anq their

observ~,qce

7 €oncept of soul, hell~ heaven, rebirtll, transmigration of soul, etc.
8

Sects and denominations
Name, distribution,.
beliefs. and practises etc.

9

Statistical information

C~nsus

Divorce: reasons and procedure

9

D Death
Concept about death, measures to ensure future
well being of the soul, measures to avert harm
by the spirits

1

l\1::.!thods of disposal: burial, cremation, exposure,
floating on water, etc.

2

Preparations for disposal of dead, informing
friends and relatives, treatment of the dead
body, digging of pit etc. for disposal; how
carried, who carry, who accompany, place of
disposal. methods of disposal, norms and taboos

3

4

Ceremvnies connected with disposal

XI Leisure, Recreation and Child play
1 Use of leisure time: for male, female, children
and adult; seasonal variation in leisure time

2

Recreations, their mode and extent, for
females and children.

ma1es~

3 Leisure and recreation with reference to work
XII Relation among
community

different

segments

of the

1 Recognised segments-name, basis (territorial~
ceremonial, social, prestige, religion, sect,
education, age etc.); Interrelationship among
various segments; status of the segment; status
of women

5 Deat!l rites: details

XIII Inter-commonity relationship
6 Monuments: tombs, megaliths, etc.
7

PollnLon: duration, restrictions in work, food,
dress, shaving, hair cropping, sex life etc,
remova I of pollution

1 Ceremonial relationship: service by Brahmins,
traditional service by castes like barbers, washermen etc.
2

8 :Mourning: mourners and duration

Pollution by touch or proximity to high caste
Hindus, use of well, admission to temple
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3

Secular relationship: Model for other commUnIties; dominance due to economic resources,
political status~ social status, etc.

4

Bridge role, buffer role, alliance and antagonism
of the community

XIV Strnctore of Social Control, Prestige and
Leadership
Social control: levels of social control, community level, regional level, hereditary. special
functionaries etc., social control by .other agencies
2

Mode of acquiring offices

J

Control excercised by traditionally recognised
leaders, functionaries of statutory bodies of the
region, powerful individuals belonging to the
community, etc., at the regional level and
local level

4

Relationship between spheres of social contrOl
and agencies of social control

5 Leadership: For social change, for technological
change, for political action and for other
organised activities at the communi',y level,
regional level and local1eveI
6 Social prestige: Method of gaining social prestige
(by performing ritual, merit of feast, associating with historical associatil'il etc.) symbols of
social prestige

XV

Social Reform unci W cHare

1 Social reform movements: Intensity; reasons (for

raising social status, establishing traditional
norms, for westernisation, etc.); history and
import of the movements
2

Social welfare: Agency, religiolls organisation,
community as a whole, Government Official
and non-official, role of the social \velfare
measures and impact
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GLOSSARY
• Long shirt

_/.llumu1u

Field bean

Kurtha

Ati

Paternal aunt

Kola

Colotued stick

Baraba,ldi

Upper garment worn by
males with 12 laps

Manda

Pandal

Moddu Sabha
Basiklwll1

Fore head chaplet

challwar

Whisk

Worshipping God on the
day of final butb after
delivery

Chenu

Morripandlu

A variety of small fruit

Chirangll

Dry land
A dish prepared with wheat
and nuts of Morripandlu

Mudelu

A wooden pillar

Nayangal

Plough

Chari

Jacket

Pari

Clan

OJ'

Ravik a

Dasti

Towel

Dhotri

A lower garment general1y
known as Dhoti

Patka or Rumal

• Head gear

pes'hiwatwal

Marriage by capture

Pitrang

Obsequies

Dikidi

• Saree

Phalaharam

A light tiffin

Gajji

Poleluku

A sweet preparation

Gannem

• Itch
• A kind of flower

Garang

porum

Wet land

• Nuts

Ghadiya

Punaramdantnm

House warming ceremony

• Second

Pusti

Marriage locket

Gharllk

• A savoury prepared out of
black gram dal

Puttusabha

Worshipping God on the
day of child birth

Gusari Topi

• Crown made of peacock
feather

Rande

Widow

Hiruk

• Mohua flower

Sale

Spear head

lllatum

• A son-in-law living with
his father-in-law

SivQ!ari

A mood of di'iination

Sonivothad

Midwife

• Oil extracted from Mohua
flower

Talatod;

Fuller's earth

Jadi

• Forest grass

Top/i

Jagga

• Frock

Basket prepared with bamboo

Ukad

Cradle

Ullingjawa

Preparation with Jowar ali i1
onions

Vaiml

Native doctor

Valle

Half saree

Yachham

A paste prepared ,\ it~
garlic, dried ginger, ..
kind of medicinal root",
sugar and gingeJly oil.

lppanune

JatQ$

Matted locks of hair

Jonesoron

Accommodation given 10
the bride's party
Rafters
An ornament worn on fore
arm
Betrothal ceremony
Marriage by negotiation

Katiapatti/u
Kaderamaita

Kha.ia
KllOjikllObra

